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Abstract
This thesis describes analyses of the rare B meson decay channels J5° -> K*+K~ and 

B° -> jK"*°7r° with final state B° -» lif+7r~7r0 . The analyses use the 2002 summer data 

set corresponding to 88.8 million BB pairs, recorded by the BABAR experiment in runs 

I and II. Branching fractions of BK(B° -+ #*+*-) = (8.421^ stat±0.87 syst) x lO"6 

and &R,(B° -> ir*°7r0) = (2.llJ;J stat ±0.6 syst) x 10~6 were measured with an upper 

limit of BK(B° -> K*°n°) < 4.1 x 10~6 at the 90% confidence level.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Before the 1950s, physicists believed that the electromagnetic, strong nuclear and weak 

nuclear interactions were invariant under the discrete symmetry operations Of charge 

conjugation, temporal inversion and spatial inversion. The charge conjugation oper 

ation C transforms particles into their corresponding anti-particles whereas the oper 

ations of spatial P and temporal inversions T transform (t, x) -* (-£, —x). Spatial 

inversions are usually referred to as parity transformations.

In 1956, Lee and Yang [1] questioned the assumption that parity conservation held 

in the weak interaction. Up to this point there had been very little experimental 

activity in the area and parity conservation had always been assumed to hold. In 1957, 

the experimental work of Wu et al [2] on the nuclear /9 decay of 60Co demonstrated 

that parity invariance was not only violated but 'maximally' violated. This maximal 

violation of parity was confirmed in the measurement of Goldhaber [3] demonstrating 

that neutrinos are always observed with negative (left-handed) helicity. In addition, C 

symmetry is also violated, since no left-handed anti-neutrinos are ever observed. Thus, 

the weak interaction separately violated C and P though was believed to conserve the 

combined operation of CP (Landau [4]).

In 1964, the experiment of Christenson, Fitch, Cronin and Turlay [5] first observed 

CP violation in the decays of neutral kaons. The effect was small but confirmed 

that the physics of sub-atomic particles was much more interesting than had been 

previously assumed. In 1967, Sakharov [6] showed that the violation of CP symmetry



is a necessary requirement in order to dynamically generate baryon asymmetries in the 

early Universe. Thus, CP violation provides an insight into the cosmological puzzle 

relating to the disappearance of antimatter from the Universe.

The current understanding of sub-atomic processes and the mechanism for CP 

violation is contained within the Standard Model of particle physics. The Standard 

Model is a gauge field theory with three fermion generations consisting of quarks and 

leptons. Within each generation there is both an up U = (u,c,t) and down D = 

(d,£,6) type quark, one charged lepton I = (e~,/^~,r~) and a corresponding neutrino 

v = Vt,i/p,vr . The mediators of each force are given by the gauge bosons of the 

Standard Model described by the gauge symmetry group:

GSM = SU(3) C x SU(2)L x C7(l)y . (1.1)

where SU(S)c generates the 8 gluon fields (g) of the strong nuclear interaction described 

by quantum chromodynamics (QCD). SU(2)L generates the massive gauge vector boson 

fields (W^Z0 ) of the weak nuclear interaction and Z7(l)y generates the photon field 

(7) of the electromagnetic interaction. The strength of each interaction is determined 

by the coupling constants. The electro-magnetic coupling is denoted CLEM 5 the weak 

coupling is denoted aw and as denotes the strong interaction coupling constant.

The Standard Model naturally includes a mechanism for CP violation for three 

quark generations. However, the observed baryon asymmetry indicates that a larger 

amount of CP violation is required than the Standard Model predicts.

In order to confirm whether the Standard Model is sufficient, we must test its 

predictions against measurements. The Standard Model predicts large CP asymmetries 

in the neutral B&Bd system and the BABAR experiment has been designed to measure 

this and compare the results with the Standard Model predictions. In 2001, both the 

BABAR [7] and BELLE [8] experiments observed CP violation in the neutral B* meson 

system. The current aims of each experiment are to further measure CP violation in 

the BdB<i system and search for signs of physics beyond the Standard Model.

The BABAR detector is situated at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Califor 

nia, where e+ e~ collisions are provided by the PEP-II collider. As PEP-II continues to



achieve record luminosities, measurements of rare hadronic B decays have become pos 

sible. These decays have small branching fractions of the order 0(10~6). Of particular 

interest are rare decays which proceed through the second order 1-loop, flavour chang 

ing neutral current transitions. These are commonly referred to as 'penguin diagrams' 

and are sensitive to new physics effects outside of the Standard Model. Any new physics 

(e.g. from supersymmetry) may enhance the contributions of these penguin transitions 

above those predicted by the Standard Model. A very promising measurement is the 

sin(2/3) comparison of the tree level decay mode B° -> J/^KS and the penguin transi 

tion decay mode B° —» (j>Ka . Significant differences in the measured values of sin(2/3) 

would provide evidence for the existence of new physics.

Rare B decay amplitudes often have multiple contributions from different processes 

with different phase structures. Examples include the mode B° —> K*+ n~ which 

contains contributions from both tree level processes and the 1-loop penguin processes. 

Such decay modes are excellent candidates in which to observe direct CP effects. Any 

enhancement of the penguin amplitudes could result in large direct CP asymmetries 

contradictory to the Standard Model.

This thesis presents analyses of the rare decay modes B° -> K*+n~ and B° —> 

K*°n° with a data sample of 81/fr" 1 corresponding to 88.9 BB pairs. Both of these 

decays involve penguin transitions and are thus potential probes for new physics.



Chapter 2

Theory

2.1 The Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix

The Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix was introduced in 1973 by Kobayashi, M. 

and Maskawa, T. [9] to provide a mechanism for CP violation in the Standard Model. 

This unitary mixing matrix transforms the massless fermions in the weak interaction 

basis to the physical massive fermion basis.

Massive fermions are generated from the Yukawa interactions [10] where the scalar 

Higgs field [11] couples to the massless fermions of the interaction basis. Equation 2.1 

shows the transformations of the up type quarks and down type quarks where the states 

u]f and d™ represent weak eigenstates and u^ and d 1̂ denote the mass eigenstates. 

The matrices U and V are unitary transformation matrices which transform to the 

mass basis. They arise in the diagonalisation of the mass matrix of Yukawa couplings.

Within the mass basis, the interactions of quarks with the charged W± gauge bosons 

of the weak interactions can be written as:

4- h.c.

where i,j, = l,--,3 denotes the three quark generations and the Cabbibo-Kobayashi- 

Maskawa matrix is defined as (VCKM)ij = V



2.1. The Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix

The Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa(CKM) matrix is complex and 3 dimensional and 
has in general 18 free parameters. Unitarity of the CKM matrix provides 9 constraints. 
The remaining 9 parameters can be expressed in terms of 3 Euler angles which are the 
independent rotations in 3 dimensions and 6 pure phases. However, some of these phases 
can be removed under a redefinition of the CKM elements where 
with d = d,s,b and it = u,c,t . This rephasing removes 5 of the 6 phases since only 
relative phases between fields can be observed. This leaves one remaining phase which 
can not be removed. It is this complex phase that allows for CP violation within the 
Standard Model.

The CKM matrix does not have a unique parameterisation. The standard parame- 
terisation used by the Particle Data Group was introduced by Chau and Keung in 
1984 [12]. It is given explicitly in terms of the Euler angles and one complex phase by:

VCKM =
l

0

0 0

C23 523

-523 C23y

0

0 1 

^-5136^ 0

-iS\

0

C12

-512

I 0

512 0^

Cl2 0

0 Ij

C12C13

512C23 -

S12C13 

C12C23 ~

P23C13

where cy = cos(0y) and 5^ = sin(0jj), By are the Euler rotation angles and 
complex phase which generates CP violation.

(2.3)

~l* is the

A popular parameterisation introduced by Wolfenstein[13] uses A = sin(0i2) ^ 0.22 as 
an expansion parameter. The CKM matrix is then given in terms of the real parameters 
X,A,p,r) up to 0(A3) as:

i _ £ A AX*(p _ ^) >
-A 1-^

^ 4A3 (1 - p - irj) -AX2 1

+ e?(A4). (2.4)



2.2. The unitarity triangle

In this parameterisation the unitarity of the CKM matrix only holds approximately. 

The CKM parameters can be determined experimentally from processes involving the 

weak interaction. Methods available to determine these parameters are discussed in 

detail hi reference [14]. The current experimental bounds (90% confidence limits) for 

the moduli of the CKM elements are shown in equation 2.5 where the results are taken 

from the particle data book 2002 [15].

Vud = 0.9741 - 0.9756 Vus = 0.219 - 0.226 V^ = 0.0025 - 0.0048

= 0.219 - 0.226 Vca = 0.9732 - 0.9748 V^ = 0.038 - 0.044 . (2.5)

= 0.004-0.014 Vt8 = 0.037 - 0.044 Vtb = 0.9990 - 0.9993 J

2.2 The unitarity triangle

The unitarity of the CKM matrix leads to a number of conditions among its elements. 

Of primary importance in the B^ system is the unitarity condition shown in equa 

tion 2.6.

+ VcdV^ + VuVi = 0 (2.6)

It can be geometrically represented as a triangle in the complex plane as shown hi 

figure 2.1.

Typically equation 2.6 is divided by IV^V^JI and a phase convention is chosen so 

that V^VJ is real. This rescaling allows the three triangle vertices to be given simply

(0,0), (1,0) and (p,rj) where p and 77 are Wolfenstein parameters.

Within the Standard Model the three angles of the unitarity triangle satisfy a+/0+7 = ?r 

and are defined as:

(2.7)

The remaining sides of the unitarity triangle are:

(2 -8)



2.2. The unitarity triangle

VtdVtb

0
7-02 (b)

1
7204*5

Figure 2.1: The unitarity triangle. The diagram above shows the unitary relation 

^wd^ufe + ^crf^cft + ^fd^iJ = 0 in graphical form. The lower diagram shows the unitarity 

triangle with the sides rescaled by V^V^. The figure is reproduced from reference [16].

A common replacement which improves the precision on the /o, 77 apex is given by:

A2 A2 
= p(l~ y), fj = r)(l-—), (2.9)

The main aims of the BABAR and BELLE experiments are to measure the CKM angle 

fi and provide constraints on the other angles 7 and a which are much harder mea 

surements. In addition, BABAR and BELLE will improve the precision on the values 

of |Vy and \Vub \.

These measurements over-constrain the unitarity triangle and will determine the 

level of agreement with the Standard Model picture of CP violation. Detailed discus 

sions on the many methods available to measure these angles are given in the BABAR 

physics book [16]. Current best constraints of the unitarity triangle are shown in fig 

ure 2.2 [17]. The constraints in figure 2.2 are provided by measurements of the CP 

violation parameter e* from kaon decays; the BB mixing parameters Am* and Am^; 

\Vub \ and |lfc| from B -> Xulv [18] [19] and B -> Xclv [20] [21] decays. The sin(20) 

measurements [22] [23] provide the final constraint.

In figure 2.2 we give the world average result obtained from the heavy flavour
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IP- o

-0.5 -

-1.5

Figure 2.2: Status of the full Standard Model CKM fit in the p,f) plane show 

ing sin(2j0),Ams4,Amfi,,6fc & IKbAc&l- The world average value for sin(2/3) is 

0.736 ± 0.049.

working group [24].

2.3 Rare hadronic B decays

Quantitatively predicting the properties of hadronic B decays is a complicated and 

difficult problem. The complex dynamics of these decays involve both the strong and 

electro-weak forces and several different energy scales including the W mass (80 GeV/c2 ), 

the different quark masses and the quantum chromodynamic (QCD) scale AQCD « 

200 MeV. The parameter AQCD is the energy scale for quark confinement. While low 

est non-vanishing order perturbation theory is sufficient for electro-weak interactions, 

all orders of QCD must be considered.

In QCD the strong force gauge coupling as is small for large energies and ap 

proaches 1.0 for low energies (e.g-Agco)- This energy dependence allows the effects
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of the strong interactions at high energies to be calculated perturbatively. However, 

the strong interaction dynamics confining quarks into hadrons occur at lower ener 

gies where aa is strong. Such dynamics are therefore non-perturbative in nature. It 

is these long-distance dynamics which present a major difficulty in calculating decay 
amplitudes.

In the following sections we provide an overview of the current theoretical ap 

proaches to predict decay amplitudes for rare hadronic B decays. We first introduce 

the effective Hamiltonian which provides the framework in which to study hadronic B 

decays. We then discuss the theoretical approaches of QCD factorisation and SU(3) 

flavour symmetry where we concentrate on the theoretical predictions for the penguin 

dominated modes B° -> K*+ir~ and J5° -)> ITV.

2.4 Effective field theory

In order to appropriately model the dynamics involved in weak hadronic B decays we 

must include the contributions from the strong force due to quark confinement. In 

contrast, the electro-weak scale which mediates the decay of the b quark is O(M\y) = 

80GeV/c2 . Using an approach based on the operator product expansion (OPE) [25] an 

effective Hamiltonian is constructed which separates out the non-perturbative (long- 

range dynamics) and perturbative (short-range dynamics) contributions at a prescribed 

energy scale /i. Figure 2.3 illustrates the approach in the tree level process involving 

the non-local W exchange boson. Here, we see that for a prescribed energy scale where 

H 4C MW the W exchange is described by an effective local four-fermion vertex. This 

effective vertex describes those W exchange effects visible for energies less than p. The 

effects of the W exchange at higher energy scales greater than /* are included in the 

C(^&-,aa ) coefficient interpreted as an effective coupling coefficient.

The effective Hamiltonian sufficient to describe B ->• K*n decays is taken from [27] 

and shown below in equation 2.10:

~ 10
« = rs £ Wo [ciMof + ft foX* + £ ftMft + ft,ooft, + ft,

— ti|C t— 3
(2.10)
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Figure 2.3: Pictorial representation of the OPE approach reproduced from refer 

ence [26].

Where D = d,s depending on whether we are describing |A5| = 1 (b ->• s) tran 

sitions or | A5| = 0 (b -»• d) transitions. The terms VpbV*D are products of the CKM 

matrix elements and Gp is the Fermi coupling constant. The Cj(/Lt) are the Wilson 

coefficients evaluated at the factorisation scale JL* = O(mi>) and the O» are local 4-quark 

operators. The operators are given in detail in [28]. The Hamiltonian includes ef 

fects to order O(a8 ,aem) where tree level W exchange contributions are represented 

in the effective theory by O\ and Oi- These operators generate the b -» u(c)qq' tran 

sitions. Operators O3,...,Oe arise from 1-loop 'QCD-penguins' which contribute at 

O(a8). The operators O?, .., OIQ arise from electro- weak penguin diagrams. The 1-loop 

penguin diagrams provide a mechanism for the neutral flavour changing b -> s(d)qq 

transitions. Figure 2.4 shows graphically, the tree level, QCD and electro-weak pen 

guin transistions.

The final terms O%g and 077 represent the chromomagnetic and electromagnetic 

dipole operators. Operators 02,3,5,8,10 represent colour suppressed tree, QCD and 

electro- weak penguin diagrams. Using the effective Hamiltonian of equation 2.10, decay 

amplitudes for hadronic B decays B ->• MiM2 can be determined as: 1

A(B -> MiM2) = <MiM2 |ft|B) = V d^M^M^O^B)^) + O(-^-), (2.11)

where Afj, » = 1,2 represent the two final state mesons. The <?$(//) are the Wilson 

coefficients which contain all effects of QCD dynamics above the factorisation scale 

\i (short-distance physics). The Wilson coefficients Ci(n) are initially calculated at 

x up to small power corrections O(-) where fc2 is the W momentum
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EW Penguin Diagrams:
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Figure 2.4: Graphical representation of tree level, QCD and electro- weak penguin tran 
sitions for hadronic b quark decays.

the required order in the full theory at the energy scale nw = O(Mw,mt). Once 
determined they are evolved from nw down to p = <9(m&) using the renormalisation 
group techniques as described in the literature [25]. All the low-energy contributions 
below n (long-distance physics) are contained in the matrix elements {MiM2 |Oi|B>. 
The calculation of the matrix elements (M\Mi\§i\B) is an extremely difficult problem 
since they must be calculated using non-perturbative methods an example of which is 
Lattice QGD. Details on the method can be found hi reference [29].

2.5 QCD factorisation

This section introduces the theoretical approach of QCD factorisation for B -> M\Mz 
decays where MI and M2 are light mesons e.g. B° -+ K*+ir~, B° ->> K*°K°. All of the 
theoretical work in this area is concerned with the calculation of the matrix elements 
(M\M2\Oi\B}. Previous approaches have assumed that the weak decay matrix elements 
involving a local four fermion operator can be factorised as:
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(2.12)

where jf and jj are interaction currents and |0) represents the vacuum state. FB~*Ml 

is a non-perturbative hadronic decay form factor describing the B -> M\ decay and 

/M2 is the decay constant of the final state particle M2. We illustrate the approach 

with the B° —t K*+n~ decay involving the 6 — > u[su] tree level process corresponding 

to operator O\ = (ub)y-A(us)v-A, MI = TT~ and M2 = K*+ where we obtain from 

equation 2.12:

= {K-\(ub)v-.A\B){K*+ \(us)V-A\0) = FB^fK.. (2.13)

This approach assumes that the (BM\) system and the M2 system completely de 

couple from each other and neglects gluon exchange between the two systems. The 

QCD factorisation approach extends this method to include O(a3 ) corrections to the 

factorised matrix elements of equation 2.12. In essence, QCD factorisation tries to dis 

entangle hard and soft gluon exchange using a hard scattering approach to evaluate the 

hard contributions and showing that the effects of soft gluon exchange are suppressed 

by a factor O(A/Q). Here, Q denotes the hard scattering scale, typically the mass 

of the 6 quark denoted by m&. Hadronic matrix elements are evaluated within QCD 

factorisation using formula 2.14 [30] which is illustrated in figure 2.5. Equation 2.14 is 

the leading term of the heavy quark expansion in 1/7715 and as, relying on the fact that 

> AQCD and soft collinear factorisation arguments.

/Jo
r "

Joo

Each of the $jr(u),$x(v),$;r(f7) are *^e momentum distribution amplitudes of the 

meson X = MI, Af2,B [30] where w,u,r; denote momemtum. FB~* MI is a form factor 

which includes the non-perturbative long distance effects. TJ>JJ are the perturbatively 

calculable hard scattering kernels containing contributions arising from the inclusion
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Figure 2.5: Graphical representation of the QCD factorisation formula taken from [30].

of non-factorisable corrections to the matrix element. The term non-factorisable refers 

to the inclusion of hard gluon exchange between the (BMi) and M? systems. Correc 

tions are obtained at O(aa ) from leading order, penguin, electro-weak penguin and the 

O(A/mb) hard spectator contributions which are shown in figure 2.6.

Contributions from weak annihilation effects where the spectator quark is annihi 

lated in the decay are not calculable within QCD factorisation. Attempts to integrate 
the $ distributions break down as the integrals become infinite. However, although 

annihilation contributions are non-calculable they are suppressed by a factor /£/m& 
and are treated as higher order power corrections. These power corrections from weak 

annihilation are parameterised respectively by the complex parameter:

(2.15)

where ^>A is an arbitrary strong (QCD) phase due to possible soft rescattering effects. 

Soft gluon exchange for the spectator scattering contribution is also non-calculable 

within QCD factorisation. This contribution is also suppressed and it is parameterised 

by another complex parameter Xg which has the same form as XA- Thus, all soft 

gluonic exchanges between the MI and (BM\) systems are suppressed by at least one 

power of O(A/mb).
The results of calculating the hard scattering kernels T/i/7 are described by the co 

efficients Gi(AfiAf2). The general form of the QCD factorisation oj(MiM2) coefficients
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(a) Gluonic vertex corrections

(b) 1 loop radiative corrections

i yow 1000000

(c) Hard spectator corrections

(d) Non-calculable suppressed annihilation corrections

Figure 2.6: Next-to-leading order contributions to the at coefficients determined by the 

calculation of the hard scattering kernels TJ}JJ .
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x B"

r>)

+

Figure 2.7: Diagram of the full calculation showing the use of OPE and QCD factorisa 

tion The figure shown is for the decay mode B° ->• TT+TT" reproduced from reference [31].

at next-to-leading order are given [27] by:

(2.16)

where the upper (lower) sign applies when i is odd (even). NC is the numbers of QCD 

colours and the leading order coefficient Ni is the normalisation integral for the relevant 

distribution amplitude $Af2 - The contribution T^(M2 ) is due to the vertex corrections, 

.ffi(.MiM2 ) comes from hard spectator corrections and Pj(MiM2 ) is the contribution 

from penguin contractions. We may now write each contributing matrix element of the 

amplitude given in equation 2.11 in the QCD factorised form as:

= x x /M2 . (2.17)

The calculation is illustrated [31] in figure 2.7.
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2.5.1 Predictions for B° -» K*+n- and B° -> AT*°7r0

Theoretical predictions based on the QCD factorisation approach depend on a number 

of assumptions and are dominated by the parameterisation of the power corrections 

arising from annihilation contributions (XA)- Following reference [27] we neglect con 

tributions due to weak annihilation where the spectator quark is annihilated in the 

decay. For B° -> K*°n° the colour suppressed electro-weak penguin contributions are 

also neglected.

The B° -> K*W and B° -> K*+n- decay amplitudes2 at leading order O(A^G^/ 

are given in equation 2.18:

£ vi* W
P=w,c I

VpbVpA AK** [ - oj - £f] + ^jf. [(Jptta2 + ^.^w] f ' 
I JP=tt,c

(2.18)

where 6^ is the Kronecker delta. The DJJ coefficients are linear combinations of 

the Oi coefficients given in equation 2.16 introduced hi the 2003 paper by Beneke and 

Neubert. For more information see the reference [27]. Each coefficient a,- represents the 

contribution from the process which generated its operator Oj. Therefore, ai is due to 

the tree level process, 0.1 is due to the colour suppressed tree level process. Q^EW is the 

dominant electro-weak contribution. 0*4 denotes the QCD penguin contribution. The 

j#3 contribution is from gluonic hard scattering terms arising from the hard spectator 

scattering contribution. The terms A^K* and AK-TT are given by:

•, (2.19)

where F+ and AQ denote pseudoscalar (P) and vector (V) meson form factors which 

parameterise the long range dynamics. The term e* is the polarisation of the vector 

meson and /M> M = K*,ic are the meson decay constants where for the vector K*
'This includes all contributions at
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Mode Theory QCD B7e(l(T6 ) 

factorisation

Experiment 

BABAR BELLE [32] CLEO [33]
o e+0.1+0.5+0.3+2.6 
z-°-0.1-0.4-0.3-0.5

o 1+1.4+1.3+0.8+6.2 0<1 -1.2-1.2-0.8-1.6

< 3.5
.6+2.8

< 3.6
+6_i_ _5 ±

Table 2.1: Branching fractions for BK(B ->• K*n) modes from QCD factorisation and 

measured values from the BABAR , BELLE and CLEO experiments.

meson / refers to a longitudinal polarised meson. Table 2.1 shows the QCD factorisation 

predictions from [27] for the modes B° ->> K*°K° and B° ->• K*+n~ along with the 

current measured branching fractions.

There are large theoretical errors in the QCD factorisation predictions. The errors 

given on the predictions in table 2.1 come from a variety of sources. The first error 

corresponds to the variation in the CKM parameters |1^|, IV^/V^I, and the CKM 

angle 7 which is varied in the range 70 ± 20°. The second and third errors are more 

theoretical in nature. The origins of these errors include the variation of the quark 

masses, form factors, decay constants and uncertainties arising from the calculation 

method. More detailed information can be found in [27]. The final error arises due to 

size estimates of the power corrections parameterised by XA and

2.6 SU(3) flavour symmetry

Here we introduce the approach to charmless hadronic B decays based on SU(3) flavour 

symmetry of the w, d, s quarks. SU(3) flavour symmetry generalises isospin symmetry 

by assuming that the it, d, s quarks are indistinguishable to the strong force. For ex 

ample, under 517(3) flavour symmetry the strong force dynamics for the decay modes 

B° -»7r+7T~ and B° ->• K+n~ would be identical. 5Z7(3) flavour symmetry is not exact 

since the mass of the strange quark is larger than the u, d quarks. In the 517(3) flavour 

symmetry approach [34] symmetry breaking effects are parameterised by the ratio of 

the kaon and pion decay constants
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2.6.1 Diagrammatics

In 1981 Zeppenfeld [35] showed that under SU(3>) flavour symmetry the weak Hamil- 

tonian given in equation 2.10 contains only five possible 517(3) invariant amplitudes. 

These 517(3) amplitudes can be related to a set of five independent combinations of the 

six decay diagrams that construct all decays of B mesons. The three dominant decay 

diagrams consist of the tree, colour suppressed tree and QCD penguin. The remaining 

three diagrams involve the decay of the spectator quark and are described as the weak 

exchange, weak annihilation and penguin annihilation diagrams [36].

Decay amplitudes within the 517(3) approach are constructed using the four dom 

inant independent amplitudes consisting of a tree contribution T; a colour-suppressed 

contribution C; a penguin contribution P and a singlet penguin contribution 5 (where 

the colour singlet qq pair forms an 5C7(3) flavour singlet state e.g.ry). The smaller 

electro-weak contributions PEW are included as in the references [36] [37] where they 

are combined with T, C7,P and 5 into the amplitudes denoted t,c,p, s shown in equa 

tion 2.20. The analysis neglects contributions from the smaller weak exchange, weak 

annihilation and penguin annihilation diagrams which involve the annihilation of the 

spectator quark.

(2.20)

2.6.2 Analysis method

The 517(3) approach does not attempt an explicit calculation of matrix elements. 

Rather, in the analysis [34] a fit to the available data is performed to extract mag 

nitudes and phases for the 5(7(3) amplitudes (t,p, c, s). Once these are determined, 

predictions can be made for a large range of B decay modes. The fit uses measurements 

of modes with well determined 5C7(3) amplitudes. An example is B+ -> K*°n+ which 

is a pure penguin mode that directly determines the amplitude p. The fit requires as 

input the measurements from the decays B° — » K*+ ir~ which involves both t and p 
and B° -> K*°n° involving the amplitude c.
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2.6.3 SU(3) predictions for and B°

The decay diagrams for the J5° -» A"*+TT~ and B° -»• K*°7r° modes are shown in fig 

ures 2.8 and 2.9. Table 2.2 gives the results from the SZ7(3) analysis [34] for different 

values of the CKM phase 7 = 63°, 26°, 162°. These values are chosen as they corre 

spond to minima from the fit. The amplitude expressions shown are standard in the 

literature [36] [37] [34]. The primed notation denotes that the transitions are | AS| = 1. 

The p subscript denotes that the spectator quark is included in the pseudo-scalar meson 

(TT). The v subscript denotes that the spectator quark is included in the vector meson
(«•*).

Mode

B° -> K*°K° 

B° -> ir+ir

Amplitude

i / ' ' \ ~^-Pp)

-(t'p+Pp)

Theory SU(3) BK(1Q-*) 

7 = 26° 7 = 63° 7 = 162°
-i 0+1.3 n o+LO n 7+1.0 
J-«5_0.r u'°-0.6 Ul '-0.3

15.31};? 12.4 ± 0.9 15.51};?

Table 2.2: Branching fraction predictions from SU($) flavour symmetry for the modes 
> K*+K- and B° -
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(c) PEW,P

Figure 2.8: Decay diagrams for B°

d (a) TP

Figure 2.9: Decay diagrams for B°
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Chapter 3

The BABAR detector

In this chapter we give an overview of the BABAR detector and the PEP-II collider 

which provides the electron positron (e~e+ ) collisions. We first describe the PEP-II 

collider based at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center U.S.A and then discuss each 

subdetector of the BABAR detector.

3.1 The PEP-II collider

PEP-II is an asymmetric e+ e~ collider designed to operate at a center of mass energy 

10.58 GeV corresponding to the mass of the T(45) resonance. The T(45) decays ex 

clusively to B®B° and B+B~ meson pairs providing an excellent laboratory in which 

to study the physics of B mesons.

The electron and positron energies are respectively, 9.0 GeV and 3.1 GeV and intro 

duce a Lorentz boost factor of £7 = 0.56 to the T(45). This boost is essential in order 

to separate the two B meson decay vertices which is required for time-dependent CP 

measurements.

The BABAR detector is required to measure B decay modes with small branching 

fractions of <9(10~6 ). To acheive this goal we require a machine with a high luminosity 

of C = C^IO34 ) cm~2s~ 1 . Figure 3.1 shows the layout of the PEP-II storage rings and 

linear accelerator (LINAC) used as the injection system into the PEP-II storage rings. 

Detailed descriptions of PEP-II and its performance can be found in references [38] 

and [39].
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Figure 3.1: Layout of the PEP-II storage rings and linear accelerator based at SLAG.

3.2 The BABAR interaction region (IR)

Figure 3.2 shows the layout of the BABAR interaction region (IR). The dipole magnet 
Bl is used to separate the beams in the horizontal plane and QD1 is the first focusing 
quadrupole magnet into the interaction region. The quadrupoles QD1 and QD2 (l-3m) 
focus the low energy beam (LER) in the horizontal and vertical planes respectively. The 
quadrupoles QD4 and QD5 (4-7m) are responsible for the focusing of the high energy 
beam (HER). The design requirements and layout of the interaction region result in 
significant synchrotron radiation directly into the interaction region. This radiation 
arises due to the requirements of large beam currents (2.14 A) and occurs when the beam 
passes the magnets Bl and QD1. A number of measures [39] have been implemented to 
transfer the synchrotron radiation away from the interaction region. This has reduced 
the backgrounds to relatively low levels which have presented little problems. Other 
backgrounds arise from residual beam-gas interactions in the beampipe and beam- 
beam collisions resulting in electromagnetic showers into the interaction region. At the 
interaction point (IP) the beam sizes are 155 /jm in the horizontal plane and 6.2 /um hi 

the vertical plane with a bunch length of 1.0 cm.

3.3 The BABAR co-ordinate system

The system of co-ordinates used for the BABAR detector is defined as follows;

The z-axis is directed along the direction of the electron beam.
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Interaction Region

Figure 3.2: Horizontal view of the BABAR hiteraction region.

The y-axis is vertically perpendicular to the beam axis.

The x-axis is horizontally perpendicular to the beam axis.

3.4 The BABAR detector

The BABAR detector was designed to study CP violation in the Bj meson system. In 

order to meet this objective, several stringent requirements were placed on the detector.

• Excellent reconstruction efficiency and momentum resolution for charged particles 

over the range 60 MeV to 4.5 GeV

• Efficient identification of different particle types (/z,e,lC,7r,p) over a wide range 

of momenta. In particular TT - K discrimination for high momenta.

• Excellent energy and angular resolution for the detection of neutral particles 

(7T°,7) in the range 20 MeV to 4 GeV.

Figure 3.3 shows both the transverse and longitudinal cross-sections of the BABAR 

detector. BABAR consists of 5 detectors operating in a large 1.5 Tesla superconducting
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magnet. A silicon vertex tracker which measures decay vertices and provides initial 

track information. A drift chamber which provides charged track measurements. A 
Cherenkov radiation detector which allows different particle types to be identified. 

An electromagnetic calorimeter for neutral particle detection and an outer detection 
system composed of an instrumented flux return used to detect muons and identify 
neutral hadrons (KL,n).

3.5 The silicon vertex tracker (SVT)

The primary goal of the silicon vertex tracker is to provide precise measurements of 
the B meson decay vertices necessary for the measurement of tune-dependent CP vi 
olation. In addition, the silicon vertex detector provides measurements used in the 
reconstruction of charged particle tracks and also provides initial track angle infor 

mation. The SVT is the principal detector used to recontruct particle tracks with 
transverse momenta less than 120 MeV/c.

3.5.1 Design of the SVT

The final design layout of the SVT consists of five concentric layers of double-sided 

silicon strip sensors. The strips on either side are oriented orthogonally to each other 
with the outer <f> strips oriented parallel to the beam and the inner z strips oriented 
perpendicularly to the beam direction. The inner three layers are responsible for per 

forming measurements of the initial track parameters while all 5 layers are necessary 
for pattern recognition and low transverse momentum(Pt) tracking. Figure 3.4 shows 

both longitudinal and cross-sectional views of the SVT.
The arched design of the outer two layers minimises the amount of material in front 
of the drift chamber. This minimises multiple scattering effects which can degrade 

the performance of the drift chamber. The maximum SVT acceptance is restricted in 

polar angle (6) by the position of the PEP-II beam optics and various mechanical and 
electronic components. Under these restrictions the final coverage of the SVT extends 
in polar angle from 20.1° to 150.2°.
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Figure 3.3: [40]Top: longitudinal cross-section of the BABAR detector. Bottom: trans 
verse cross-section through the BABAR detector. The dimensions are in mm.
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Fwd support350 mrad

Beam Pipe

Figure 3.4: Longitudinal view (left figure) and transverse view (right figure) of the SVT 

showing the 5 layers of silicon and the asymmetric acceptance of the detector [40].

3.5.2 SVT performance

To significantly measure time-dependent CP violation the mean vertex resolution along 

the z-axis of the SVT needs to be a small as possible. Obtaining the best resolution 

throughout the SVT requires a design which provides the optimal information on the 

vertex separation while minimising multiple scattering of tracks into the drift chamber. 

Multiple scattering occurs when particles traverse the beryllium beampipe and the 

detector silicon. The longitudinal^) and azimuthal(^) spatial resolutions of the SVT 

are shown in figure 3.5 where the resolution in both z and <j> varies between 20 - 40 jzm.

3.6 The drift chamber (DCH)

The drift chamber is the main tracking detector for the RABAR detector. Its primary 

function is the efficient measurement of charged particle trajectories and the measure 

ment of their momenta. The DCH is also used as one of the primary inputs into the 

level 1 trigger system.
The DCH complements the measurements of the track impact parameter and directions 

of the charged tracks provided by the SVT. It also provides the track incident angles into 

the Cherenkov radiation detector necessary to compute the Cherenkov angle used hi 

particle identification. For low momentum particles < 1 GeV/c for ?r/p separation and 

< 0.6 GeV/c for n/K the DCH provides particle identification by measuring ionisation 

loss (dE/dx) measurements. For the extreme forward and backward directions the 

DCH dE/dx measurements are the only way of identifying different charged particle
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Figure 3.5: Resolution of the silicon vertex tracker in z and </> as a function of the track 
incidence angle for each of the 5 layers [40].

types. The most significant effect limiting the track parameter resolution and hence the 
performance of the drift chamber comes from multiple scattering. This occurs due to 
the momentum of B and D charged decay products being on average less than 1 GeV/c. 
In order to minimise the effects from multiple scattering the amount of material that 
is placed before the other sub-detectors (SVT, DIRC and EMC) and within the DCH 
has to be minimised. Further detailed information on the drift chamber can be found 
in [40].

3.6.1 Drift chamber mechanical design

Figure 3.6 shows the cross-sectional view of the drift chamber. The DCH has an 

acceptance in polar angle from 17° to 156° and is asymmetrically placed with respect 
to the interaction point (IP). This ensures that half the layers of the DCH are traversed 
at the limits of acceptance. The DCH design consists of a hollow cylindrical barrel 
of length 276 cm with an inner radius of 23.6 cm constructed from 1 mm beryllium 
and outer radius of 80.9 cm constructed from 2 layers 1 of 1.6mm thick carbon-fibre

1 covered in thin aluminium foil to provide RF shielding
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Figure 3.6: Longitudinal cross-section of the drift chamber design. The electronics are 

located on the back of the detector [40].

laminated to a 6 mm Nomex core. To reduce the impact on track parameter resolution 

from multiple scatterings the amount of material used for the exterior walls is kept to 

a minimum. The amount of material visible to a particle as it traverses the detector 

is measured in radiation lengths denoted XQ. For the DCH exterior walls the total 

material is equal to 0.28% XQ for the inner wall and 0.54% XQ for the outer wall.

The backward endplate is constructed from 24 mm aluminium while the thickness 

of the forward endplate is 12 mm. This difference in thickness is necessary to min 

imise the material before the forward endcap of the electromagnetic calorimeter. The 

sense wires are 20 ̂ m gold plated tungsten-rhenium and are operated at 1930V, while 

the field shaping wires are 120/um and 80 ^m gold plated aluminium carrying 340V. 

Low-mass aluminium field wires and a 80:20 helium:isobutane gas mixture ensure that 

multiple scattering is held to a minimum (0.2% XQ) while providing reasonable drift 

times and good dE/dx resolution. The total thickness of the DCH at normal inci 

dence is 1.08% XQ. The chamber consists of 7104 hexagonal cells, of approximately 

1.7 x 1.2 cm arranged into 10 super-layers each with 4 layers. This layout provides 

up to 40 spatial and ionisation loss measurements for tracks with transverse momen 

tum pi > 180MeV/c. The arrangement of axial(A) and stereo(U,V) layers is shown in 

figure 3.7. Also shown are the ion drift isochrones for a typical cell operating in the
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BABAR 1.5 Tesla magnetic field. The stereo angle varies between 40 mrad for the inner 

layer to 70 mrad for the outer layer and measures longitudinal^) position with 1 mm 

resolution. The longitudinal measurements are required for track momentum measure 

ments in the z direction and the reconstruction of decay vertices which originate outside 
the SVT e.g. tfj decays.

3.6.2 DCH system performance

Figure 3.8 (left plot) shows the DCH dE/dx measurements as a function of track 

momentum for different particle types. The measured resolution of the dE/dx mea 

surements is 7.5% determined from Bhabha scattering events.

Charged tracks reconstructed in the SVT and DCH are defined by 5 parameters 

W)> 0o j <*>» 20, tan A). The parameters do? ^o are the distances of closest approach of the 

track to the origin, 0o is the azimuth angle of the track, A is the dip angle relative to 

the transverse plane and w = l/pt is the track curvature. Track finding and fitting pro 

cedures use the Kalman filter algorithm described in [41]. Track parameter resolutions 

are determined using e+ e~ and fJ>+ fJ>~ pair events [40] which are given in equation 3.1. 

The values given correspond to the best possible values obtainable. At lower energies 

multiple scattering of the tracks will lower the resolution.

ado = 23/itm cr^ = 0.43 mrad (3.1) 

azo = 29/nn crtan A = 0.53 x 10~3

The transverse momentum resolution can be parameterised using equation 3.2. Fig 

ure 3.8 (right plot) shows the transverse momentum resolution as a function of momen 

tum determined from cosmic muon events.

= (0.13 ± 0.01)% x . , 0 (0.45 ± 0.03)%. (3.2) 
Pt (Ibev/cJ

3.7 The detector of internally reflected Cherenkov radia 

tion (DIRC)

Of central importance to measure the many different hadronic B decay modes is the 

ability to identify between different particle species of the reconstructed tracks. In order
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Figure 3.7: Left figure: Schematic layout of drift cells. The numbers on the right side 

are the stereo angles of the sense wires in mrads. Right figure: Drift cell isochrones 

(contours of equal drift tunes). The spacing between isochrones is 100 ns. Also shown 

are the ion drift trajectories [40].
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Figure 3.8: Left: dE/dx measurements in the DCH as a function of track momentum. 

Right: transverse momentum resolution as a function of track momentum, determined 

from cosmic ray muons traversing the DCH and SVT [40].

to distinguish between the final states 5° -*> 7r+ 7r~7r° and B° ->> A"+7r~7r° excellent TT, K 

separation is required in the momenta range between 1.7 and 4.2GeV/c. At the lower 

end of the momentum spectrum, kaons will need to be correctly identified for tagging 

purposes. These kaons have momenta that extend up to 2 GeV/c with the majority 

below 1 GeV/c. The DIRC particle identification system has been designed to provide a 

TT K separation at the 4<r level or greater within a momentum range between 700 MeV/c 

and 4.2 GeV/c. For particle identification below 700 MeV/c BAE4R relies on ionisation 

loss dE/dx measurements from the SVT and DCH subsystems.

3.7.1 Design of the DIRC

The system chosen in BABAR is based on the principle of internal reflection of Cherenkov 

radiation. When a particle traverses one of the radiator bars with velocity (3 ^ £ 

Cherenkov radiation is emitted in the form of a cone of light with angle cos(0c) = 

(0n)~ l where n is the refractive index of the radiator's medium. The number of photons 

emitted for each charged track ranges from 20 to 65 and is a function of the polar 

angle. The DIRC is composed of 144 radiator bars of rectangular cross-section which
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the DIRC Cherenkov light transport system showing the 
quartz bars and imaging region [40].

are grouped into 12 boxes arranged around the DCH, covering2 94% of the azimuthal 
angle and providing polar angle coverage between 25.5° and 147° .

The radiator material chosen for the DIRC is synthetic fused silica (quartz) which 
has a high refractive index (n = 1.473), a long attenuation length in the UV range(« 
400run), a low chromatic dispersion and allows for an excellent optical surface finish 
(< 5 A). In order to minimise the possibility of photon conversions (7 —» e+ e~) in 
the DIRC the material placed before the EMC must be minimised. The total DIRC 
material thickness is 0.20 XQ where 0.15Xo is from the quartz with a further 0.05 XQ 
from the aluminium support frame.

A schematic of the DIRC light transport system is show in figure 3.9. The radiated 
photons are reflected (50-300 reflections) internally in both the forward and backward 
directions where a typical photon has a propagation time between 10-60 ns. Photons 
transmitted into the forward direction are reflected by mirrors placed at the end of 
the quartz bars. The excellent optical properties of the quartz preserve the Cherenkov 
angle 9c as the photons are transmitted through the bar into an expansion box filled 
with 6m3 of purified water and allowed to travel for 1.17 m. Water was chosen because

2The lost acceptance is due to the space between the boxes which is filled with nitrogen
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its index of refraction (n = 1.346) is close to that of silica thus minimising reflections 

at the silica/water interface. The resulting Cherenkov ring image is read out by a 

close-packed array of 10,752 fast photomultiplier tubes each with a diameter of 2.9 cm.

3.7.2 DIRC performance

The image detected is only a fraction of the original Cherenkov cone. The reconstruc 

tion of the Cherenkov angle is performed using a maximum likelihood technique using 

positional information ((x,y)pMT -> (0c ? <£c)) and time information (Atamvai)- T^e 

expected arrival time is calculated from the track time of flight and the photon prop 

agation time for quartz. For each track the likelihood is calculated for each of the 

different particle types (e,p,7r,/*, K).

The difference between the expected and measured arrival time At and in particu 

lar the choice of the width of the time window provides excellent accelerator and event 

related background rejection3 . At is also useful in reducing the number of quartz reflec 

tion ambiguities. These are typically reduced from 16 down to 3. The resolution on At 

is measured to be 1.7 ns which is close to the 1.5 ns resolution of the photomultiplier 

tubes.

The Cherenkov angle resolution is determined using tracks from di-muon events 

e+ e~ -¥ n+lt~ with a(Bc) = 2.5mrad which is within 10% of the design requirement 

of 2.2mrad. The resolution is determined from the relation cr0c track = *?£ ? where
yNpe

Gen is the single photon angular resolution which is « 10 mrad and Npe is the num 

ber of detected photons. Figure 3.10 shows the Cherenkov angle $c as a function of 

momentum for different particle types.

3.8 The electromagnetic calorimeter (EMC)

The electromagnetic calorimeter provides measurements of the position and energy 

of electromagnetic showers. It is designed to provide excellent energy and angular 

resolution over the energy range from 20MeV up to 12GeV. The upper bound is 

required by the need to measure the QED processes e+ e~ ->• e+ e~(~f) and e+ e~ —> 77 

8For ±300 ns there is « 500 -1300 background hits where for ±8 ns there are 1 - 2 background hits
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Figure 3.10: The expected Cherenkov angle BC as a function of momentum for different 

particle types. The black dots correspond to data [40].

which are used to calibrate the EMC and also provide luminosity measurements. The 

large energy range allows for the detection of photons from 7r° and 77 decays and the 

reconstruction of B decay channels with photons (radiative penguin modes e.g. B° -> 

Hr*°7) and TT° (e.g. B° -> K*°n°,B° -> K*+v~) and 77 particles (e.g. B+ -» K*+ri). 

The EMC is also used in conjunction with the DCH track information to identify 

electrons.

3.8.1 Design of the EMC

The EMC consists of 6580 caesium iodide CsI(Tl) crystals doped with 1% thallium. 

These are arranged into a cylindrical barrel of 48 axially symmetric rings each contain 

ing 120 crystals and a conical forward endcap with 8 rings each containing 80 to 120 

crystals. Figure 3.11 shows a longitudinal view of the EMC.

The calorimeter provides full coverage in the azimuth angle 0 and extends from 

15.8° to 141.8° in polar angle 8. The crystals are arranged in a projective geometry in
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Figure 3.11: Longitudinal view of the electromagnetic calorimeter showing the accejx- 

tance and crystal arrangement in the barrel and endcap [40].

6 with the projection angle ranging from 15 mrad in the central barrel to 45 mrad in the 

endcap. Using a projective layout removes losses in efficiency due to particles striking 

the dead material between crystals. The total loss of acceptance due to dead material is 

calculated to be 2.5%. The properties of the CsI(Tl) crystals are described in [40]. The 
crystals are trapezoidal in cross-section with lengths varying from 29.76 cm (16. IX$) 

to 32.55 cm (17.6 XQ) in the endcap4 . Each crystal is wrapped in 2 layers of 165/Ltm 

tyvek [40] which acts as a reflector of the scintillation light. In addition, a 25 ^m 

layer of aluminium foil provides RF shielding. The scintillation light is readout by 

two photo-diodes situated on the rear face of the crystals. In principle, the photon 

detection efficiency of CsI(Tl) is 100% down to a few MeV. However, the minimum 

expected measurable energy is determined to be 20 MeV which is set by beam and 

event-related backgrounds.

3.8.2 Reconstruction

A typical electromagnetic shower (cluster) is formed from several adjacent crystals. 

Pattern recognition algorithms distinguish between single clusters (with one maximum) 

and composite clusters (with multiple maxima). A cluster is reconstructed from at least 

one seed crystal with an energy greater than 10 MeV. Other crystals are included if their
4The extra depth is required due to the effects of the boost on the photon energy spectrum
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energy is greater than 1 MeV (3 MeV if they are contiguous neighbours). The energies 

of secondary maxima are calculated using an iterative algorithm, and their position 

is determined using a center of gravity method [40]. Charged tracks are associated 

with the maxima of clusters if the angle and momentum are consistent with the track 

impact point on the EMC. The correct reconstruction of photons requires a method 

to distinguish between electromagnetic showers (e*, 7) and hadronic showers from 

neutrons and KL particles interacting in the EMC crystals. Hadronic showers extend 

over larger number of crystals and have less defined maxima than electromagnetic 

showers. The main variable used for this purpose is a lateral moment denoted LAT 

which is defined as [40];

En EI 2 
j=i uyj _____

"
,.„, _~~ B

where n is the number of crystals in the cluster, EI is the energy of the ith crystal 

(The crystals are arranged with decreasing energy, i = I corresponds to the crystal 

with maximum energy), n is the radial coordinate of the center of zth crystal, jRo is 

the average distance between two crystals. The value of the lateral moment variable 

ranges from 0 to 1.

3.8.3 EMC performance 

Energy and angular resolution

The energy resolution of the EMC is determined from a number of different processes 

which together span the full energy range of the EMC. The results are shown in fig 

ure 3.12.

• At low energy the resolution is measured directly using a 6. 13 MeV radioactive 

photon source. This gives a low energy absolute calibration point yielding a^fE = 

5.0 ±0.8% at 6.13 MeV.

• At high energy, the resolution is derived from Bhabha scattering (e+ e~ -> e+ e~) 

where the energy of the detected shower can be predicted from the polar angle of 

the e± . The measured resolution is OEE = 1-90 ± 0.07% at 7.5 GeV.
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• In the intermediate range of 500 MeV the energy resolution is derived from 
J/^/7, (J/V -> e+ e~) events and for energies up to 2 GeV the decays TT° — >• 77 
are used.

The energy dependent resolution of the BABAR EMC can be parameterised as:

•<"»«*•)

The angular resolution is determined from the analysis of the decays TTO ->• 77 and 
77 -> 77. The resolution varies from 12 mrad at low energies to 3 mrad at high energies 
and is parameterised as:

__ /3.87 ±0.07 \ 
a<M " V VEGeV + " • y =* (3 - 5)

Electrons can be distinguished from charged hadrons using the ratio of the shower 
energy to track momentum j. For electrons ^ « 1 since they deposit most of then- 
energy within the calorimeter.

3.9 BABAR magnet system

The BABAR magnet system [42] consists of a 1.5 Tesla field parallel to the z direction 
of the detector. The primary purpose of the magnet is in the measurement of charged 
particle momenta. The magnitude of the field is set by requirements on charged particle 
momentum resolution. The supercondutor material is a Rutherford cable composed of 
filaments of niobium-titanium (NbTi) co-extruded with alum imum with a total length 
of 10.3 km designed to operate at a current of 4600 A at a temperature of 4.5 K 
maintained with liquid helium.

3.10 Instrumented flux return (IFR)

The instrumented flux return is the last detector sub-system and is tasked with the 
detection of unions and neutral hadrons (e.g. K^). The steel flux return of the BABAR 
magnet is used as a muon filter and neutral hadron absorber, a set of interlaced resis 
tive plate chambers (RFC) are used to detect the streamers from the ionising muons.
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Figure 3.12: Top figure: invariant mass of two photons in BB events. The reconstructed 
TT° mass is measured to be 135.1 MeV/c2 and is stable to better the 1% over the full 
photon energy range. The width is 6.9MeV/c2 . Bottom figure: the energy resolution 
for the EMC measured for photons and electrons from different decay modes [40].
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end door sections of the IFR [40].

Figure 3.13 shows the steel flux return of the magnet which consists of a barrel section 

interlaced with 19 layers of RPCs and two end door sections each interlaced with 18 

layers of RPCs.

The steel is segmented into 18 plates, increasing in thickness from 2 cm at the inner 

layers to 10 cm for the outermost plates. The segmentation was chosen based on 

Monte Carlo studies of muon penetration and charged and neutral hadron interactions. 

In addition to the RPCs which are interlaced with the layers of steel, there are two 

layers of RPCs installed around the EMC which are used to detect particles exiting the 

EMC (These particles may not have the energy to penetrate the first layer of steel in 

the IFR).

The RPCs provide readout in both z and <f> and provide fast response times on the 

order of 1-2 ns. The position resolution depends on the steel segmentation of the 

readout though a value of a few mm is achievable. Muons and neutral hadrons are 

identified with complementary information given by the other sub-systems. Muon 

identification requires tracking, dE/dx and DIRC $c measurements. Neutral hadron 

identification, particularly K^ identification requires measurements from the EMC as 

the KL can shower in the calorimeter allowing matching of the clusters in the EMC to 

those measured in the IFR.
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Chapter 4

Analysis methods &; event

selections for

tf *V

In this chapter we describe the aspects of the analyses common to the neutral B de 

cay modes B° -> #*+*- and B° -> K*°K° into the final state B° ->• tf+Trir0 . In 

section 4.1 we define the data samples and Monte Carlo samples used for the analyses. 

Section 4.2 and section 4.3 describe the selection of charged tracks and the reconstruc 

tion of the neutral TT°. The reconstruction of B° mesons is described in section 4.4. 

In section 4.5 we describe the reconstruction of the jFf*(892) meson. Further event 

selections are discussed in section 4.6 where we discuss the rejection of combinatorial 

backgrounds. In section 4.7 we introduce the variables used to reject the dominant 

continuum qq background. The maximum likelihood fit method is introduced in sec 

tion 4.8 which provides an overview of the technique and how it is employed in the 

analyses.
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Figure 4.1: Integrated luminosity from 22 October 1999 to 1 March 2004.

4.1 Data samples

4.1.1 Data on-peak and off-peak

The data in the analyses presented in this thesis were taken from 22nd October 1999 to 
28nd October 2000 (Run 1) and from 12th February 2001 to 30th June 2002 (Run 2). 
Run 3 took data between the 8th December 2002 and 30th June 2003. We are currently 
in Run 4 which commenced data taking on 1st September 2003. The data from Run 3 
and Run 4 are not included in the analyses presented here. Figure 4.1 shows the total 
integrated luminosity from 1999 up to I3t March 2004 where BABAR has recorded in

excess of 170 fb" 1 .
90% of the data are recorded at the T (4S) and 10% of the data are taken 40 MeV 

below the T(45) (off-peak data) which provides a sample of continuum events e+ e~ ->• 
qq, q = it,d,s,c for background studies. In table 4.1 we give the production cross- 
sections [16] for e+e~ -*qq,q = u,d,s,c,& at the center of mass energy 10.58 GeV/c2 .
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cross-section or(nb) (T(4S)) 

e+ e~ -+ T(45) -> B°B° & B+B~ 1.09

e+e~ -» qq Total =

cc 1.30

53 0.35

dd 0.35

«w 1.39

e+ e~ -» Z+l~ Total =

r+r~ 0.94

/*+/*" 1.16
e+e~ 40

3.39

42.1

Table 4.1: Production cross-sections [16] for e+e~ ->> T(4Sf) -> B°B° &J3+B~, e+e 

/+/~ at the T(4S) center of mass energy 10.58 GeV/c2 .

We also give the e+e~ -> i+/~, / = i/, e,/u cross-sections1 .

4.1.2 Monte Carlo simulations

Monte Carlo simulations are required for the determination of selection efficiencies, 

modeling of fit variables and analysis validation. Monte Carlo simulation in BABAR 

uses the JETSET [43] and EvtGen [44] programs. The EvtGen generator is used for 

the decay of B mesons to exclusive final states, while the JetSet generator is used 

for inclusive B decays and continuum events. The full BABAR detector simulation is 

performed using the GEANT simulation program [45].

The analyses presented here use the following data samples and simulated Monte 

Carlo:

• Generic B°B°: 74,065,700 events corresponding to 68.6 fb~l .

Generic B+B~: 77,700,000 events corresponding to 71.9/6-i

1 The e+e~ cross-section is limited due to the acceptance of the detector.
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• Charmless cocktail: 10,472,000 events.

• e+e~ -+qq: u,d,s: 219,243,000 events, cc: 135,515,900 events.

• B° -> #*+*-, K*+ -> K+n°: 51,000 events.

• 5° ->. jK-*°7r°, K*° -> tf+7r-: 110,000 events.

• On-peak data: 81.878 /fr"1 : corresponding to 88,837 million BB events.

• Off-peak data: 9.578 /ZT 1 :

4.2 Selection of the charged TT and K mesons

TVacks are reconstructed from raw digital hits recorded in the silicon vertex tracker 

(SVT) and drift chamber (DCH) sub-detectors as discussed in chapter 3. IVack find 

ing and fitting uses pattern recognition algorithms and Kalman filter techniques [41] 

discussed earlier in section 3.6.2. These reconstruction algorithms are not perfect and 

backgrounds arise in the form of random combinatorial tracks. These background com 

binatorial tracks are formed by combining hits due to different tracks. There are also 

tracks which do not originate from the interaction point (IP) e.g. beam background 

particles traversing the detector. These particles also leave hits in the detector which 

subsequently increases the level of the combinatoric background. To reduce track back 

grounds the following selection criteria is applied to the reconstructed tracks. These 

criteria provide a sufficient quality of track for the analyses presented here.

• Minimum transverse track momentum in lab frame of 100 MeV/c2 ,

• Maximum track momentum in center of mass system frame of 10 GeV/c,

• Minimum number of 12 hits in the DCH sub-detector,3

• Maximum distance of closest approach (DOCA) to the IP of 10 cm along the ± z 

axis,
2Tracks with pt < 100 MeV/c are only reconstructed in the SVT
3This requirement implicitly imposes a restriction on the acceptance region.
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• Maximum DOCA to the IP of 1.5 cm perpendicular to the z axis.

Figure 4.2 shows a comparison of data and simulated Monte Carlo for tracks satis 
fying the above criteria.

Different particle types are selected using a maximum likelihood technique described 
in detail in section 4.8. A likelihood function is constructed for each possible particle 

hypothesis e, /^,p, K, TT, using information from the SVT, DCH and Cherenkov radiation 
(DIRC) detectors. The SVT and DCH detectors measure the loss of energy due to 
ionisation (dE/dx) and the DIRC contributes two components to the likelihood function 
for each particle hypothesis. The first is the Cherenkov angle $c and second is the 
probability of observing the detected number of photons P(N^). The kaon and pion 
selection for the analysis of the final state B° -+ K+n-n° uses the SVT and DCH 
information for momenta up to 0.7GeV/c and DIRC information for momenta greater 
than 0.6GeV/c. The kaon selection efficiency is shown in figure 4.3 as a function of 
track momentum. In section 5.9.4 we make a correction for the differences between the 
Monte Carlo and data.

4.3 Selection of the TTO

The neutral pion TT° decays almost exclusively to two photons with /?7£(7r° —>• 77) = 
98.798%. It has a mass of of 134.97 MeV/c2 where both values are obtained from 
the 2002 Particle Data Book (PDG) [15]. We reconstruct 7r° candidates by forming 
pairwise combinations of photons identified by the BABAR electromagnetic calorimeter 
(EMC). To reduce any combinatoric backgrounds and remove very low energy photons 
from PEP-II backgrounds each reconstructed TT° candidate must satisfy the following 

criteria:

• Minimum photon energy E^ of 30 MeV for both photons,

• O.K LAT < 0.8,

• 110MeV/c2 < M77 < IGOMeV/c2 .

• Minimum TTO energy £^0 of 200 MeV,
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Figure 4.3: Efficiencies comparisons for the kaon identification selector. Black full 
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where LAT is the lateral shower moment defined in section 3.8.2. Figure 4.4 shows 
the distribution of the invariant mass of the two photons for all reconstructed TT° can 
didates satisfying the initial TTO selection in both B° -+ K*V and £° -» K*+K~ signal 
Monte Carlo. The variation in the TT° widths is due to the difference in energies of the 
TT° for each analysis4 .

The abundance of combinatoric TT° candidates in the B° -> K*+n~ mode is due to 
the lower energy spectrum of its TT°. At lower energies, a larger number of photons are 
available to form random TT° candidates. Figure 4.5 shows the lab-frame momentum of 
the reconstructed TT° candidates for both B° ->> K*+ir~ and B° -> K*°n° Monte Carlo.

4.4 Neutral B meson reconstruction

The reconstruction of the B candidate with final state h+ h~h° consists of two charged 
tracks (h^) and a neutral candidate (h°) satisfying the selections described in sec 
tions 4.2 and 4.3. In reconstructing the B it is necessary to introduce the following 
important variables AJ57 and m,ES-

• The variable AjE7 is defined by:

= E*B - v/s/2 . (4.1)

where E*B is the energy of the reconstructed B candidate in the center of mass 
frame and s is the center of mass energy of the e+ e~ system.

For modes which contain neutral particles (TT°, 7) the resolution on A£? is typically 
20 — 30 MeV whereas for modes with only charged particles the AJ5? resolution is 
10 - 15 MeV. This difference is attributable to the energy resolution for photons 
in the electromagnetic calorimeter.

• The beam energy substituted mass TTIES is defined by: 
'Higher energy neutral pions have a larger width. The mass of the ir° also varies as a function of

energy [47]
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TTIES = >/2 ^Pi-PBYlEl - p\, (4.2)

where Ei and pi are respectively the energy and momentum vector of the e+e~ 

pair in the lab frame, and PB is the momentum vector of the reconstructed B 

candidate also evaluated in the lab frame. For signal, THES is centered at the mass 

of the B meson (mB = 5.279 GeV/c2 ) with a resolution of 2.8MeV/c2 dominated 

by beam energy fluctuations.

4.4.1 Preselection of events

Due to the large size of the BARAR data set it is useful to run a loose analysis on the 

entire data set to subselect events with similar characteristics to the mode under study. 

The pre-selection criteria used to subselect these events is given the name BCCPiOSbody 

where we require:

• Each event contains > 3 tracks satisfying the selections of section 4.2.

• TT° candidate satisfying the selections of section 4.3.

• |A£?| < 0.45GeV and \mEs ~ mB \ < O.lGeV/c2 .

• Correct charge ]Ci=i Qi = 0-

The result is a more manageable data set on which to perform a more detailed 

analysis. The pre-selection efficiency for the BCCPiOSbody criteria is found to be « 

2.1% for data. For Monte Carlo, the pre-selection efficiencies are taken relative to the 

number of generated events.

4.4.2 Further m^s & A# selections

For the analyses presented here we choose a final WEB selection region of 5.20 < 

5.29GeV/c2 . The final AS selection region is defined to be |A.E| < 150 MeV which 

reduces backgrounds from other B decays e.g. four-body decays, where three of the four 

tracks from the B decay are reconstructed as a signal candidate. These backgrounds 

typically have a value of AJ£ which is shifted by at least the mass of the missing particle.
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Figure 4.6 and figure 4.7 show the distributions of A£? versus m,ES for Monte Carlo 
B° -> .K"*+7r~, B° —)• K*°n° and qq continuum background.

4.5 Reconstruction of the #*(892) meson

The K*+(892) vector resonance has a mass of 891.66 MeV/c2 and a width of 50.8 MeV/c2 

from the PDG [15]. It decays w 100% via K*+ -» K+KQ or #*+ -» J^°7r+ with relative 

probabilities 1/3 and 2/3 respectively5 . In considering the final state if+7r~7r°, only 

the K*+ -> K+n° channel is reconstructed using kaons and neutral pions selected as 

previously described.

The K*° (892) vector resonance has a mass of 896.10 MeV/c2 and a width of 50.4 MeV/c2 

[15]. The possible decay modes are K*° -» K+TT~ or K*° ->• KV with relative prob 

abilities 2/3 and 1/3 respectively. In considering the final state -K"+ 7r~7r°, only the 

K*Q -> K+ n~ channel is reconstructed.

As the K* is a vector particle J = 1, whereas both the kaon and the pion are 

pseudo-scalar particles J = 0, conservation of total angular momentum requires that 

the kaon and pion system be created in a P-wave, L=l, orbital angular momentum 

state. The effects of the relative angular momentum can be seen by considering the 

distribution of the helicity angle. We denote the helicity angle by 0|£*, defined as the 

angle between the K* daughter pion flight direction hi the K* rest frame and the flight 

direction of the K* in the lab-frame. For the K* resonance, the angle 0§* follows a 

cos2 (Off') distribution. Shown in figure 4.8 are the lab-frame momentum distributions 

of the K*+ daughters for B° -> K*+v~ against cos(0jf+ ). We see that if the TT° has 

low (high) momentum then the corresponding kaon momentum will be high (low).

Figure 4.9 shows the reconstructed invariant mass of K* candidates against cos(0|P) 

for both JB° ->• K*+ic~ and B° -> -K"*°7r° signal Monte Carlo. A selection region of 

0.80 < m(K*) < 1.0 GeV/c2 is chosen to select K* meson candidates and reduce the

number of mis-reconstructed K* candidates.
5These are determined from isospin considerations and the corresponding Clebsch-Gordan coeffi 

cients.
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Figure 4.7: Top figure: Reconstructed signal B° -> K*°n° Monte Carlo in TOES versus 

A.E7. Bottom figure: TUBS versus AJ5 for Monte Carlo continuum qq, q = w,d,s,c 

background.
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Figure 4.8: The momentum distributions of the charged kaon and the neutral TT° can 

didates for the reconstructed K*+ against cos(0j£*+ ) in B° -» K***' signal Monte 

Carlo. The plots shown contain all K*+ candidates with no mass cut. Thus, the large 

number of candidates where cos(0jy* ) = — 1 is due to the abundance of low momentum 

7T° candidates which combine with a fast kaon.
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Figure 4.9: Top figure: J3° ->• lf*+7r~ Monte Carlo showing the invariant mass 

m(K+ n°) against the reconstructed helicity of the K+n° combination. Bottom fig 

ure: BQ -> A"*°7r° Monte Carlo showing the invariant mass m(A"l"7r~) against the 

reconstructed helicity of the K+n~ combination.
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4.6 Combinatoric backgrounds

For each of the analyses, further cuts on E7 are made to reduce different backgrounds. 
In BQ -» K*+K~ the large Combinatoric component from multiple TT° candidates 
presents the problem. For B° -> K*°n° the problem background is from B° -> K*°i 
decays.

4.6.1 B° — » K*+n~ Combinatoric backgrounds

Combinatorial backgrounds arise from B° -> K*+ n~ events due to multiple low energy 
TT° candidates. For photons with energy E7 below 100 MeV the reconstructed m(7r°) 
distribution consists predominantly of fake TT° candidates where at least one of the 
photons is not from a real TT°. This is shown6 in figure 4.10 (top) where we see that 
these low energy photons combine with a photon of energy around E^ « 200 MeV. The 
higher energy photon is combined multiple times with a random low energy background 
photon resulting hi an abundance of fake TTO candidates.

This Combinatoric background component can be reduced by the selection of those 
TT° candidates with photon energies E^ > 90 MeV, see figure 4.10 (bottom). The value 
of E~f > 90 MeV is chosen by optimising ^/(S + B) where S is signal and B is the 
background. Here S is Monte Carlo B° -> K*+K~ and B is qq continuum Monte Carlo. 
In the case of continuum and other B decays the removal of low energy photons also 
helps to reduce the levels of Combinatoric background.

A tighter selection range of 120M6V/C2 < My7 < ISOMeV/c2 is made on the 
reconstructed mass of the TTO which also removes combinatorial TT° candidates.

4.6.2 B° -» K*°n° Combinatoric backgrounds

For the B° -> Hf*°7r° analysis, harder cuts are required on the J5?7 selection in order 
to reduce the level of background originating from BQ -> -K"*°7, K*° -> K+n~. The 
mode B° — » -K"*°7 enters as a background7 when the high energy photon combines with

6The asymmetry in the photon distributions is not physically significant and is an artifact of the
reconstruction method.

7Higher kaon resonance decays B° ->• /T°(1410, 1430, 1610, ..)7 are also suppressed for identical
reasons.
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Figure 4.10: Monte Carlo B° ->• lif*+7r~ with TTO candidates satisfying the initial criteria 
in section 4.3. Top figure: Distribution of both photon energies from the reconstructed 
TT° candidates. Bottom figure: Distribution of reconstructed TT° mass against the ener 
gies of the both photons used to reconstruct the TT°.
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Figure 4.11: 2-D distribution of the photon energies of the reconstructed TT° for J5° 

A"*°7 Monte Carlo.

another low energy photon from the event, reconstructing a fake TT°. This contamination 

from BQ — » K*Qj can be suppressed by requiring a tighter cut on the photon energy E^. 
Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of E^ versus E^ from the reconstructed TT° hi Monte 

Carlo B° -> K*°j. As can clearly be seen, a selection of 150 MeV greatly suppresses the 

B° ->• jFf*°7 background. The value of 150 MeV is determined by optimising 52/(5+B) 

where S is signal and B is the background. Here S is Monte Carlo B° ->> K*°nQ and 

this time B is Monte Carlo B° ->• K*0-y.

4.7 Continuum backgrounds

The main background in rare 3 body B decay analyses arises from continuum events, 

e+ e~ -> qq, 9 = «,rf, s,c, where quark fragmentation occurs and hadronic jets are 

produced. These events have a larger probability to occur than e+ e~ ->• 6& events. 

The qq events are produced with very distinctive jet-like event topologies contrasted 

with BB events whose event topology is spherically isotropic. This difference in event
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topology can be exploited to remove the qq events while retaining much of the BB decay 
signal. In the following section we describe the sphericity variable and multivariate 
linear discriminant analysis method used to discriminate against the continuum qq 
background.

4.7.1 Event topology variables

The term event topology describes the distribution of the momenta of all charged and 
neutral particles reconstructed in an event. Continuum qq events are characterised by 
two correlated (back-to-back) jets of particles whereas in a BB event the distribution 
of the B decay particles is spherically isotropic due to the B mesons being produced 
almost at rest.

The sphericity tensor SaP is given from [16] as:

(4.3)

where a, 0 = 1,2,3 correspond to the x, y, z components of momentum and the sum is 
over any combination of charged and neutral candidates in the event. A useful event 
subset is the 'Rest-Of-Event' (R.O.E) which is defined as all charged and neutral candi 
dates in the event except those used to reconstruct the B candidate. Prom equation 4.3 
the sphericity is defined as:

(4.4)

where \i and AS are the two largest eigenvalues of the sphericity tensor 5a . The 
sphericity axis is defined as the direction of the eigenvector corresponding to the largest 

eigenvalue of SaP.
Discrimination of the qq background is obtained by exploiting the angle 0 Jh between 
the sphericity axis of the rest of the event and the direction of the reconstructed B. 
The cosine of the sphericity angle cos(0^h), has a flat distribution for true BB pair 
events and is peaked at ±1 for jet-like continuum events due to the high correlation 
between the directions of the jets. Figure 4.12 shows the distribution of cos(0^h) for 
continuum qq, q = u,d,s,c Monte Carlo, off-peak data, on-peak data and BB Monte
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Carlo. To reduce background from qq continuum a selection on cos(0^h) is made. The 

selection is chosen which maximises the signal significance over background using the 
ratio:

(4-5)

where S denotes signal and B denotes background. The number of signal and back 

ground events are scaled to correspond to a luminosity of 81/b" 1 and a branching 

fraction of 1 x 10~6 is assumed for signal. The values are found to be | cos(0£h)| < 0.7 

for B° -> K*+n~ and |cos(0£h)| < 0.8 for BQ -> K*°n°. The difference in selec 

tion values for each mode is a result of the many more combinations per event for the 

B° -> K*+ir~ mode. With these selections for B° -> K*+n~ we remove 90% of the 

continuum background while retaining 72.8% of the signal. For B° -> -K"*°7r° we remove 

82.4% of the continuum background and retain 85.2% of the signal.

4.7.2 Multivariate linear discriminant analysis

Further discrimination of the qq background can be obtained using a multivariate linear 

discriminant method [48]. A discriminant variable F is formed from a linear sum of a 

set of n weighted event variables as:

n 
' W, (4-6)

where each Xi is an event variable, and a* is the chosen weight for that variable. The 

idea is find the set of weights on which maximise the separation between the signal and 

qq background classes by utilising all the information contained in the n variables. 

The weights are determined by maximising the separation function J(a) given by:

(4.7)

where F and a2 are the expectation value and variance of the linear discrimination 

variable, S represents signal and B represents background. The signal distributions 

of the weighted selection variables are obtained from signal Monte Carlo, while the
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Figure 4.12: Cosine of the angle between the sphericity axes of the reconstructed B 

meson and the rest-of-event(ROE). Continuum qq, q = w,d,s,c Monte Carlo, off-peak 

data, on-peak data and BB Monte Carlo. The data distributions will also include events 

from e+ e~, v+n~ and T+ T~ events. These will also peak at the extremes | cos(0^h)| = 

1.

background distributions may be obtained from off-peak data, or continuum Monte 

Carlo.

The maximum separation is achieved by differentiation:

dJ(a) 
da

= 0, (4.8)

The resulting matrix equation can be inverted to obtain the unique solution,

n
(4.9)

where Vy are the covariance matrices of the set of event variables and \LJ is the mean 

of the jth variable.
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The linear discriminant used in the analyses presented here consists of eleven weighted 
variables in the laboratory frame of reference. This particular discriminant was first 
used by the CLEO experiment [49] and contains the following event topology variables:

• The cosine of the angle between the thrust axis of the B meson and the beam 
axis,

• The cosine of the angle between the decay axis of the B meson and the beam 
axis, where the decay axis is the direction of flight of the B meson,

• The summed energy of the rest of the event that is contained within each of nine 
concentric energy cones about the thrust axis of the B meson.

In the analyses presented here the a» weights for f have been optimised to provide 
maximum separation between signal and background for the analysis of the charmless 
hadronic uh modes, where his B. kaon or pion. However, the discriminant still provides 
additional discrimination against continuum backgrounds after the selections on the 
cos(0^h) variable.

4.8 The multivariate likelihood fit method

Further information on the multivariate maximum likelihood method may be found 
in [50]. Section 4.8.1 introduces the maximum likelihood method for parameter estima 
tion. The methods used to determine the variance of maximum likelihood estimators 
are described in section 4.8.2. In section 4.8.3 the extended maximum likelihood method 
is introduced which is used to determine the signal yields for the analyses.

4.8.1 Parameter estimation

Given that the discriminating variables x are distributed according to the probability 
density functions (PDFs) P(3,a?), where a. are parameters, not necessarily all known. 
If we measure the variables x N tunes and obtain the values Xj then the probability 
density for all the measurements, given that they are independent, is the likelihood 

function:
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N

The function £ obtains its maximum value when the chosen functional forms and 

parameters of the PDFs correctly describe the distributions of the measured variables. 

If the functional form for P is fixed, then the values of a which maximise £ form a set of 

estimators for the parameters a. These estimators denoted a are known as Maximum 

Likelihood Estimators. For computational purposes it is convenient to maximise the 

quantity — log£ = £Ij=i logP(a,Xj) which converts the product into a sum.

4.8.2 Variance of maximum likelihood estimators

Given estimates for a set of parameters which have been determined from a maximum 

likelihood(M.L.) fit we would like to assign some measure of the statistical uncertainty 

on these estimates. Here we provide the most commonly used methods to determine 

the variance of M.L. estimators.

A lower bound on the variance of a maximum likelihood estimator can be obtained 

using the form of the Rao-Cramer-Frechet inequality given in [50]. In the large sample 

limit we may obtain the covariance matrix for a set of M.L. estimators Oj as:

(4.11)

Another common method to determine the variance of an M.L. estimator is to Taylor 

expand around the maximum of — log(£) which gives in the case of one estimator a:

log£(d:) = log£max and by definition [ dl$* £ ] a=& = 0 thus ignoring higher terms, 

the distribution of log £ is approximately parabolic and is Gaussian distributed around 

a. The error on the estimator is obtained using:

-log£(a±ad) = log£max - , (4.13)

where 0& = (a - &) 2/a2 & .
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4.8.3 Extended maximum likelihood

The above discussion is sufficient for determining the parameters in the distributions 
of our discriminating variables. In order to determine the total normalisation from the 
fit we must extend the likelihood function of section 4.10. The normalisation of the 

fit or total fit yield may be written as N = JTJ 4 Hi where each Ni represents signal or 
background categories distributed according to Poisson distributions [50] with mean z/. 
The extended likelihood function [50] is given by:

N

Rewriting v — J^ ni where HI are the expected number of events for each category 
k then we can write,

This extended likelihood function is used to determine the signal yield JV"Sig .

For each analysis, the variables A22, rriESj ?•> ™>(K*) and cos(0|P) form the set of 
discriminating variables to be used in constructing the maximum likelihood function. 
For each event i we define:

( M \ N / M \ -i> n E**^*'^) • »=i / j=i \k=i /

Pi = NK-vP* + NB .Pi (4.16)

where NK** is the number of reconstructed BQ -> A"*+ TT~ or B° -> K*°n° and 

represents the number of each reconstructed background category. The term P — 
x P(mEs) x P(m(K*)) x P(cos(0£")) x P(^) for each event category.
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Chapter 5

Branching fraction analysis of

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we describe the analysis of the neutral B decay mode B° -> K*"I"TT~ , K*+ - 

K+ir°. The principal goal of the analysis is to measure a B° -» Jf+Tr" signal yield and 

hence determine the branching fraction /37£(J3° -> Jf*+7r~). The measurement of the 

number of B° —>• K*+ n~ events is determined using an extended maximum likelihood 

fit. For this analysis, we use a 5 dimensional probability distribution which includes the 

variables, A12, mjss, m(K*), cos(0jf), F. In section 5.2 we discuss the correlations in 

the proposed fit variables. The selection efficiencies are given in section 5.3. In sec 

tion 5.4 we describe the parameterisation of the fit variables. The backgrounds arising 

from other B meson decays are discussed in section 5.5. In section 5.6 the procedures 

used to validate the fit are described. We present the results of the fit in section 5.8 

and the analysis of the systematic errors is discussed in section 5.9. We end with the 

measurement of the branching fraction which is given in section 5.10.

The analysis studies the following different event types using the samples of Monte 

Carlo and data described in section 4.1.

events.
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• Continuum background from e+e~ -> qq , q = «, rf, s, c.

• BB background from other B decay modes.

5.2 Correlations in fit variables

In order to use the maximum likelihood technique the variables used in constructing 

the likelihood function must be independent for each event type. This section serves to 

determine whether the proposed variables to be used in the fit are sufficiently indepen 
dent of one another. We start by examining the correlation matrix and identify pairs of 
variables where the correlation1 is greater than 10%. Pairs of variables which fail this 

criteriurn are studied separately in greater depth. The correlation matrix for continuum 
qq is given in table 5.1 estimated using a large statistics sample of continuum Monte 
Carlo. The results show no significant correlation between each pair of variables.

AJE

COS(0£*+ )

m(K*+)

TUBS

T

AE cos(0£"+ ) m(K*+) MBS ?

1
-0.006

0.001

-0.012

-0.031

1

-0.007

0.017

0.042

1

0.012 1

0.011 0.015 1

Table 5.1: Correlation matrix for the maximum likelihood fit variables for the qq back 

ground.

Table 5.2 gives the correlation matrix estimated from J5° -»• K*+ n~ Monte Carlo. 
We see that the main correlations in signal B° —> K*+n~ occur in the following pairs of 
variables, (cos(0{y*+ ), A£?} and (cos(0jy*+ ), rriEs} which we now study. The principal
aim will be to determine the source of the correlations and remove them.

*Any pairs of variables with correlation coefficient p < 10% axe considered to be independent
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AS

cos(0|f+ )
m(K*+)

mES
F

AS

1

-0.118

0.057

-0.024

-0.031

cos(<O

1

-0.044

0.190

-0.027

m(K*"^) ffiES

I
-0.036 1

-0.005 -0.059

T

1

Table 5.2: Signal B° -> K*+ir~ Monte Carlo correlation matrix.

*+5.2.1 Correlations in cos(0f *) and AS

Prom figure 4.8 we have seen that positive cos(^^*) is predominantly associated with 
the K*+ having a fast TT° and a slow K + whereas negative cos(0jy* ) is associated with 
the K*+ having a slow TT° and a fast K+ .

In figure 5.1 we show cos(#!T ) against AS and in figure 5.2 we show the distribu 
tion of AS for both positive and negative ranges of cos (0%* ). We can parameterise 
the general shape of the AS distribution using an asymmetric Gaussian on a linear 
polynomial background. In table 5.3 we give the variation in the parameters of AS as a 
function of cos(0jy*+ ). The parameters a§, cr§ are respectively the left and right sided 
widths of the asymmetric Gaussian. /zc is the mean of the Gaussian distribution, c\ is 
the first order coefficient of the polynomial background and FVacc is the contribution 
of the Gaussian component relative to the polynomial component. The use of an asym 
metric Gaussian is required in order to model the broadening of AS when the TT° has 
high momentum. This broadening which is evident in the variation of <T£ is attributable 
to the energy resolution of the EMC in reconstructing high energy TT° particles. For 
cos(0|r"+ ) < 0 we see that the AS distribution is well described using a symmetric 
Gaussian with a width of 0.0267 GeV on a uniform background. This uniform back 
ground in the range — 1.0 ^ cos(0jy*+ ) < —0.7 is solely due to low energy combinatoric 
TT° candidates in the reconstruction of K*+ -> K+n°. By requiring cos(0|f" ) > -0.7 
we see that we can remove these candidates and minimise the variation in the AS 
parameters. Neglecting the variation in cr£ will result in our model over-estimating the
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-0.15

Figure 5.1: 2-D distribution of cos(0jP+ ) against A£? in signal B° -> K*+n~ Monte 

Carlo. All the B candidates are reconstructed as in the previous chapter 4 along with 

the tightened E^ cut.

probability of an event with AJ5 < 0 and cos(0jy*+ ) < 0 to be signal. Therefore, we 

include the variation in crfe within the model definition of AJ5.

5.2.2 Correlations in cos(0iT+ ) and rriEs
\ AJ. f '*-— **

Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of the energy substituted mass rn.es against cos(0|f+ ) 

in signal Monte Carlo. The region —1.0 < cos(0jy* ) < -0.5 contains the badly 

reconstructed signal which manifests itself as a large tail in the distribution of TUBS- 

The distribution of rn.es is parameterised using the Crystal Ball function given by:

;/MT, *,«) = -(
(n/a)n exp(-a2 /2) < / — aa

(5.1)

where n is the mean of the distribution, o is the width and the parameters a and n 

describe the tail. The shape of the Crystal Ball function is not afiected by the value of 

the n parameter unless the tail component is large i.e. (the range -1.0 < cos(0{£* + ) <
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Figure 5.2: Signal B° -> K*+TTO Monte Carlo with all selection cuts applied. Top figure: 
distribution for cos(0£*+ ) < 0. Bottom figure: AJS distribution for cos(0£*+ ) > 0.
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Fracc

AE?

V-c

Pracc

-1.0 < cos(0£* +) < -0.5

-0.0033 ±0.0024 

0.0258 ±0.0021 

0.0267 ±0.0021

-0.5065 ± 0.4180 

0.5833 ± 0.0174

0.0 < cos(0jp) < 0.6

-0.0027 ± 0.0040 

0.0402 ±0.0033 

0.0263 ± 0.0028

-3.4826 ± 1.4050 

0.8866 ±0.0236

-0.5 < cos(0|P) < 0.0

-0.0060 ± 0.0035 

0.0263 ± 0.0025 

0.0263 ± 0.0024

-3.2030 ± 1.6083 

0.8799 ± 0.0228

0.6 < cos(0g*+ ) < 1.0

-0.0027 ± 0.0023 

0.0460 ± 0.0024 

0.0309 ± 0.0016

-3.4802 ± 0.8559 

0.8661 ± 0.0203

Table 5.3: The variation in A.E7 Parameters for an asymmetric Gaussian and first order 

polynomial as a function of cos(0jj* ).
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cos(0f+)

[-1.0, -0.5]

[-0.5,0.0]

[0.0,0.5]

[0.5, 1.0]

A* (GeV/c2 )

5.280 ± 0.001

5.280 ± 0.001

5.280 ± 0.001

5.280 ± 0.001

a (MeV/c2 )

2.80 ± 0.20

2.80 ± 0.20

2.80 ± 0.20

2.80 ± 0.20

a

0.733 ± 0.035

1.701 ±0.181

1.779 ±0.109

1.609 ±0.107

n

4.766 ± 0.588

10.0

10.0

10.0

Table 5.4: The fitted Crystal Ball parameters for 7715:5 showing the invariance of the 
parameters as a function of cos(0|f+).

—0.5). When the tail is small then we fix the value of n to 10. Table 5.4 shows the 
variation of the TTIES parameters as a function of cos(0{y*+). We see that only the
parameters describing the tail are dependent on cos(0|f* ). To eliminate this depen 
dence as well as the correlations in cos(0jy* ) and AJ5 we apply the selection criterium 
—0.7 < cos(0jy* ) < 1.0. After this selection the correlation coefficient between 
and cos(0#* ) becomes -0.03.
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Figure 5.3: Signal B° -* K*+ir~ Monte Carlo. 2-D distribution of cos(0£*+ ) against
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5.3 Selection efficiencies for £° -> tf'+yr

In the previous sections we have discussed those additional selections which reduce 

the number of combinatoric candidates per event and remove correlations from our fit 

variables. In table 5.5 we give all candidate and event selection efficiencies for signal 

B° -> K*+n~ Monte Carlo with each efficiency given relative to the previous selection. 

FVom the selections on £?7 and in cos(9g*+ ) we see the striking effect in reducing the 

number of candidates. However, even after all selections are applied there are still 
events which contain multiple candidates per event. This number is small where we 

find that only 2.4% of events contain multiple candidates. We choose to select a single 

candidate per event using random selection. This has the benefit that it does not 

introduce any bias into the selection criteria. We find that the total event selection 
efficiency for B° -> K*+K~ is 12.07 ± 0.15%.

In table 5.6 we show the event selection efficiencies for 81.878 fb' 1 on-peak data, 

9.578 fb~l off-peak data, 1043/6" 1 udsc continuum Monte Carlo and 140.5 fb~l com 
bined BB Monte Carlo (signal B° -> K*+n~ signal events removed). Each efficiency 

is given relative to the previous selection.

Since the off-peak data consists mainly of continuum qq events we would expect 

the continuum qq Monte Carlo efficiency to be similar to the off-peak data efficiency. 

However, We find that there is a factor of 2 difference between these two efficiencies. 
FVom figure 4.12 we see that in the sphericity variable cos(0Jh) the continuum qq Monte 

Carlo does not describe data well in the extremes of the cos(0^h) distribution. Looking 
at table 5.6 we see that for all other selection variables the off-peak data and Monte 

Carlo continuum efficiencies are similar. We may thus conclude that the factor of two 

difference in efficiency is due to the differences in the cos(0Jh) distribution.
We find that 2053 on-peak events and 250 off-peak events remain after all selections 

have been applied.
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Pre-selected number of K*+n~ candidates 

Pre-selected number of K*+ K~ events

EfF(%) 5° -» jfif*+7r-

|cos(0fph)|<0.7

Neutral selection

J57 > 90.0 MeV 

0.12 <m(7r°)< 0.15 GeV/c2

Charged track selection

nKPID

K*+ resonance

0.8<m(ir+)<1.0GeV/c2 

-0.7 < cos(0£*+ ) < 1.0

B candidate

|AJS| < 150 MeV 

5.2 <mEs< 5.29 GeV/c2

Total

151864

Candidates

66.9

29733

Events

72.8

42.6 

68.5

83.0 

89.3

75.2 78.2

45.1 

67.9

67.8 

76.5

92.5 

99.9

4.15

94.6 

100

12.07

Table 5.5: Selection efficiencies in e(%) for B° -t K*+n~ Monte Carlo, First column: 

Candidate selection efficiencies for all reconstructed B candidates. Second column: Per 

event selection efficiencies.
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Eff(%)

Data pre-selection 

M.C. pre-selection

|cos(0fph)|<0.7

Neutral selection

#7 >90.0MeV 

0.12 < m(7r°) < 0.15GeV/c2

Charged track selection

TT# PID

K*+ resonance

0.8<m(lir*+ )<1.0GeV/c2 

-0.7 < cos(0£"+ ) < 1.0

B candidate

|A£|<150MeV 

5.2 <mEs< 5.29 GeV/c2

Total

e(onpeak)

2.1

10.0

e(offpeak)

2.1

8.5

e(udscM.C.)

2.1

16.8

e(BB)

0.2

64.9

74.8 

81.9

71.5 

78.7

71.5 

79.2

66.1 

80.1

27.3 25.7 26.5 25.7

7.6

74.8

6.4 

86.3

6.5 

80.9

2.4 

57.1

37.4 

88.6

6.6 x 10-6

36.2 

86.1

4.4 x 10-6

34.7 

89.4

8.6 x 10~6

22.9 

92.2

0.7 x 10~6

Table 5.6: Selection efficiencies for on-peak data, off-peak data, 140.5 fb 1 BB Monte 

Carlo and 1043 fb' 1 udsc Monte Carlo.
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5.4 Parameterisation of signal & continuum background

The parameterisations of the PDFs for the fit variables are determined from B° -> 
K*+n~ Monte Carlo and continuum qq Monte Carlo. Figure 5.4 and figure 5.5 show 
the distributions of each fit variable. Also shown are the results of an unbinned maxi 
mum likelihood fit used to determine the initial parameterisations of the fit variables. 
The primary goal is to establish the shapes of the probability density functions. The 
goodness of fit quality of the parameterisations is determined later in section 5.6.1.

'- The shape for the energy substituted mass VIES is parameterised with the 
Crystal Ball function defined in section 5.2.2. The TTIES continuum background 
shape is parameterised with the phase space ARGUS [51] function:

fA(mES ; ^0,0 = mEsVl ~ (™>ES/mo)2 exp(f (1 - (m^s/mo)2 )), (5.2)

where mo is the endpoint fixed to 5.29 GeV/c2 and f is the ARGUS shape pa 
rameter. The value of the shape parameter £(rn,Es) is determined from data in 
the maximum likelihood fit.

: The signal shape for AE? is parameterised using an asymmetric Gaussian 
on a first order polynomial background. The shape of A.E7 in signal is discussed 
in section 5.2.1. For continuum background the Al? shape is parameterised with 
a first order polynomial function.

• Linear discriminant F: The shape for the linear discriminant T for both signal 
and continuum is parameterised with a Gaussian distribution.

• K*+ (S92) mass: The K*+ line shape is parameterised using a Breit-Wigner dis 
tribution:

(5.3)
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where N is the normalisation factor and the parameters m and T are the mass 

and width of the K* resonance. The continuum background is described with a 

combination of a Breit-Wigner and first order polynomial background.

• cos(0|£*+ ): The shape of cos(0|p+ ) for both signal and continuum is parame- 

terised with a 2nd order Chebyshev polynomial function. The Chebyshev poly 

nomials are orthonormal in the range [—1,1] where the first three Chebyshev 

polynomials are given by:

r0 (x) = l; TI(*) = *; T2 (ar) = 2z2 - 1. (5.4)

The continuum cos(0jy*+ ) distribution would be expected to be flat. However, the 

quadratic term is required to model the region cos(0jp+ ) < -0.5 which contains 

a greater number of candidates constructed with low energy 7r°'s.

5.5 BB backgrounds in B° -> K*+TT~

Backgrounds arise from other B decays with similar characteristics to the signal mode 

under study. These backgrounds can be difficult to remove because of their similarity 

to the signal B. Furthermore, even after identifying potential background modes, 

estimating the level of contamination will depend on the uncertainty of the branching 

fractions of these modes.

In order to determine the B background modes specific to B° -> K*+n~, samples 

of 71.9/6" 1 B+B~ and 68.6 fb~ l B°B° Monte Carlo were generated and reconstructed, 

using the B° —> K*+ n~ selections described in section 5.3. The samples of BB contain 

properly weighted contributions of charm decay modes (B —> XC,XC = £),D*,..), 

charmless decay modes and provide the basis for the analysis of B backgrounds. From 

these samples we are able to estimate the expected level of background and determine 

the general structure of the B background.

The distributions for A.E, cos(0f£* + ), m(.K"*+ ), m^s, F are shown in figure 5.6 for 

B+ B~ and B°B° Monte Carlo. All selection cuts in section 5.3 have been applied to 

the BB Monte Carlo. Table 5.7 gives the number of reconstructed BB events for the
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Figure 5.5: Parameterisations of the maximum likelihood fit variables for Monte Carlo 
continuum qq background in the B° -> K*+n~ analysis.
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Mode Nreco (140.5 fb~l ) N expected (8lfb~l )

BB, 5.270 < TOES < 5.288 GeV/c2
B+B-
B°B°

9 

12
5.1 

6.3

BB, 5.2 < MBS < 5.29 GeV/c2
B+B- 70 

32

40.5 

15.3

Table 5.7: Reconstructed BB events in 140.5/6 1 and expected number of events in 
81 /6- 1 .

generated BB Monte Carlo. Prom both figure 5.6 and table 5.7 the background from B 
decays is seen to be structureless and small compared to continuum background where 
we expect « 2100 events for 81 fb~l .

5.5.1 Charmless B backgrounds

To identity potential backgrounds due to rare B modes, a large sample of events has 
been generated consisting of a variety of BB decay modes where one of the B decays 
is forced to decay to a mode containing no charm particles (Charmless Cocktail). We 
use the charmless sample as a starting point to investigate the structure of the rare B 
backgrounds. In particular, we are interested in those modes which have final states 
similar or identical to the signal mode B° -> K*+ K~, K*+ ->> K+ n°. Such B decay 
modes could be mis-reconstructed as signal and we must be able to understand at 
what level they are suppressed or distinguishable from signal. The most powerful 
discriminating variable used in the likelihood fit is the m^s variable which for signal 
50 _+ K*+K~ extends from 5.270 < MBS < 5.288 GeV/c2 . Events which have a value 
ofrriES outside of this range have a very small probability to be reconstructed as signal. 
Therefore, we ask that in addition to satisfying our selection criteria in section 5.3 events 
from the charmless cocktail sample also reconstruct in the TOES signal region. Figure 5.7 
shows the m,ES and AJ£ distributions in charmless BB Monte Carlo. In table 5.8 we 
give those B decay modes which are reconstructed in the 77135 signal region from the
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section 5.3.
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Figure 5.7: TRES and AJ57 distributions in charmless BB Monte Carlo.

charmless cocktail sample. If the modes have been observed we quote the branching 

fraction results of the Heavy Flavours Averaging Group [24]. We see that the m,ES 

distribution in the charmless B background has both a combinatoric component and a 

signal-like Gaussian component which from table 5.8 is dominated by the non-resonant 
B° ->• 7r+7r~7T° mode.

Given the size of the rare charmless B sample, modes contributing only one event 

are not expected to enter the signal region for 81 fb' 1 . Instead they are treated as con 

tributions to the combinatorial component of the BB background. For the modes where 

more than one event is observed, a large statistics sample of Monte Carlo is generated 

to study each mode further. From these larger samples we can better determine the re 

construction efficiencies. From table 5.8 we identity the modes J5° —> 7r+7r~7r°, B+ -> 

p+n+v~ and B° -> K+n~K° for further study. We may have expected that the 

charmless four-body modes B -> 0JT*, B -» pK*,B -> K*K*, B -» pp would enter 

as background modes. They are included in the charmless cocktail samples and we see 

no events from these decays. We find that these modes have final states consisting of 

four or more particles and are shifted in the AJ5 variable by at least the mass of the 

lost particle, typically a pion. Thus, our AJB? cut of ISOMeV/c2 will suppress these 

backgrounds.
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Mode BU(W-*) 

Generated

£ft(l(T6 ) 

Measured

N reco

Peak charmless BB, 5.270 < mEs < 5.288 GeV/c2
DO v _+— — _0n — •f 7f 7T 7T

nO _ v ji^O ,_+,_—n —7 jf\. TT * TT

DO v ~— —+— 0 O — p /9 7T 7T

oO v. f +— — . .0 n — f j\ ' 7T (jJ

B° -> 01+7T-

B° -+ K*+p~

D+ _v «+ «•+«.— r> ' — ̂  O 7T 7T

5+ -> tf*+7r-7r+

D+ ^.4-^.0- .0 jO ^ 7T 7T Cv

5"^" — > Jf*"""ltr^"7r~

5+ -* Jf+li:-7r+

^o y JfiT"*"7r~lir^fN.R.)
s° -> *r+tf-7T°
5+ -> lT*+7

5+ -» ^TT+TT-

30

1.0

1.0

1.0

10

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

40.3

1.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

<2.97

<19

40.3 ± 2.5

< 17 ±3.5

7

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

3

1

1

1

Table 5.8: Contributing charmless B background modes for the rriEs region 5.270 < 

WEB < 5-288 GeV/c2 determined from charmless BB Monte Carlo. The charmless 

sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of w 10000 fb~ l .
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The mode J3° —> n+p~ is one of the larger sources of the B background. It con 

tributes when one of the charged pions is mis-identified as a kaon. This background is 
slightly shifted in AJ£ due to the mass difference of the kaon and pion. From table 5.9 
we expect 1.43 ± 0.16 ± 0.14 events to enter the fit region.

Li reconstructing B° -> K*+ir~, K*+ -> K+n° there are several other modes which 

can have the same final state. We consider in more detail the modes B° ->• K*°ir°, 
B° -> p~K+, B° -» Hr+Tr-TT0 (N.R.), B° -> DV and the higher kaon resonance 
decays B° -+ K* (1410,1430,1680)?r.

When the kaon is fast in K*+ -+ K+nQ , then B° -+ p~K+ and B° -> K*+K~ 

overlap in the Dalitz plane m2 (K+n~) versus m2 (K+ ir°). Since we require that the 
K*+ helicity cos(0f * + ) > -0.7 then most of the contribution from B° -> p~K+ will 
be removed. From table 5.9 we estimate 0.59 jjjs ±0.11 events.

The non-resonant (N.R.) decay B° -> K+ n~n° has the same final state as B° ->• 
K*+ ir~, K*+ -> K+wQ . Contamination from non-resonant B° -> A"+7r~7r° events is 
greatly reduced by the requirement that 0.8 < m(K*+ ) < 1.0GeV/c2 . For non-resonant 

B° -> K+n-ir0 from table 5.9 we expect 1.64lg;^lJ;}J
The modes B° ->• jK"*°7r° and B° ->• D°n° are rejected by our K* selection cut 

0.8 < m(K*+) < 1.0GeV/c2 . This occurs because the m(A"+7r~) combination in the 
Dalitz plane is always greater than 1 GeV/c2 .

Higher kaon resonances due to their large widths may also introduce a source of 
BB background. The BQ -> K*n modes involving higher resonances are identical to 
the signal channel and are therefore very difficult to remove. We consider the following 
modes B° -> If+(1410)*-, B° -> #0*+ (1430)7r-, B° -> jq+(1430)ir- and B° -> 

jK"*+ (1680)7r~. In the following analysis we take all K* parameters and decay channel 

branching fractions from the 2002 Particle Data Group [15]. If we assume that the 
higher kaon resonances can be described by Breit Wigner line shapes our selection on 

0.8 < 771(1^*(892)) < l.OGeV/c2 suppresses a large fraction of any contribution from 
the higher kaon resonances. The only higher K* resonances where K*+ decays to K+ n° 

in an L = 1 state are those with odd parity. The closest odd-parity K* resonance 
to the tf*(892) is the K*(UW) which has a width of 232MCV/C2 . The #"(1410) 
resonance decays as Jf*(1410) ->#?: = 6.6 ± 1.3% while A"*(1410) -> K*n « 40%.
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This implies that a large fraction of any .K"*(1410) background contributes as four- 

body B background and will be shifted in AE. Including isospin only 2.2% of B -> 
K*+ (141Q)ir~ could possibly be reconstructed in the final state K+n~n°. Therefore 
we would expect to be insensitive to B -+ A"*+ (1410)*~ with final state JC+7r~7r°. 
The next vector resonance above the HC*(1410) is the /if (1680) resonance. Its width 
is 322MCV/C2 and it decays #'+(1680) -» K+n° = 12.8 ± 2.5%. Again we would not 
expect much of this background to contribute. The higher kaon resonance KQ (1430) is a 
pseudoscaler particle and has a width of 294 MeV/c2 where Ko + (1430) -> K+nQ = 31 ± 

10%. This mode constitutes the dominant source of background from the higher kaon 
resonances. Since .K"o(1430) is a pseudoscaler its helicity distribution is flat. Thus we 
would expect most of the background from .K"*(1430) to be distinguishable from signal 
since the K* (892) helicity distribution follows a cos2 0 distribution. The #2(1430) 
which has a much narrower width F » lOOMeV/c2 , is suppressed primarily by the 
mass cut on m(A"*+ (892)).

From the analysis above any contamination from the higher kaon resonances is 
likely to make up a continuum component similar to the non-resonant B° -4 JK"+7r~7r° 
channel. An inclusive branching fraction for B° ->• K£+n~, K*+ -> K+n° has been 
measured by the BELLE experiment [32]. The notation K* denotes higher kaon res 
onances in the region 1.1 < m(K+nQ ) < I.eGeV/c2 . BELLE measures the branching 
fraction as BU(BQ -> -KJ+*-) = 5.1 ± 1.5lg;? x 10~6 . We may use this result to es 
timate the number of events from modes involving higher kaon resonance. Using the 
efficiency for non-resonant B° -> K+n~n° given in table 5.9 we expect 1.47 ±0.451^ 
events. Possible interference effects where the higher K* resonances interfere with the 
B° —> K*+n~ amplitude are neglected in this analysis. Interference effects must be 
determined from a complete analysis in the Dalitz plot, fitting for each amplitude con 
tribution and are beyond the scope of this analysis. Table 5.9 gives the number of 
expected events for the charmless sources of B background which we have considered. 
For modes where no events satisfy the selection criteria we give the efficiency deter 

mined for one event which provides an upper limit on the efficiency. For modes where 
only an upper limit on the branching fraction exists we take the central value of the 
expected number of events and assign a 100% systematic error.
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Mode
B° -> p+TT-

B° -+ p-tf+

B° -4 Jf+7T-7r°(N.R.)

B° -+ #£+7T-

B° -> 7r+7r-7r°(N.R.)
B° -+ £°7T0

B° -> tf*°7r°

BO-^+Tr-.MN.R.)
B+ -+ p+TT+TT"

Total

Bft(10-6 )

22.6 ± 1.8 ± 2.2 [52]
7.3±J;i ± 1.3 [52]

e 7+2.7+0.5 fool °-' -2.5-0.4 L*ZJ

5.1 ± 1.5+8:? [32]
< 30.0 [24]

11.02 ± 0.5 [15]
< 3.5 [32]
< 2.97 [24]

1.0

ES (10~4 )
7.31
9.20
0.32
0.32
1.48

<0.43
<0.08
<0.20

<0.20

#Gen

245K

50K
42K

-

27K

23K
120K
50K

50K

# Exp 81 fb-1
1.43 ±0.16 ±0.14

0.59lS;^±0.11
1 fi4+0.79+0.14 i ' D4-0.73-0.11

1.47 ± 0.45tUi5
0.20 ±0.20

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0

5.34 ±0.93 ±0.36

Table 5.9: Main expected sources of signal-like crossfeed BB backgrounds for the B° -> 
K*+n~ analysis. The number of events given corresponds to the full fit region.

5.5.2 Summary of BB backgrounds

There are two components for the BB background. A combinatoric component where 
we expect 55 events for a sample of 81 fb' 1 . This background is expected to be handled 
by the continuum background PDF models. This is studied in section 5.6.1. In addition, 
there is a charmless crossfeed component where B events closely resemble the signal 
mode B° -» K*+n~. These events will be reconstructed as signal in the maximum 
likelihood fit. From table 5.9 we expect 5.34 ± 0.93 ± 0.36 events. In section 5.6.1 we 
perform studies to determine how many of these crossfeed B events are reconstructed as 
signal using the additional information in the fit. From these studies we can determine 
the number to subtract from the fitted signal yield. For the remainder of the analysis we 
reserve the term crossfeed for the charmless background resulting from B° ->> K+n~n° 

(N.R.), higher kaon resonance modes and B° -> P+TT~.

5.6 Validation of fit method

This section discusses the techniques used to validate the maximum likelihood fit 
method. The primary aim is to verify the signal and background PDF models de-
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fined in section 5.4.

We choose to float a number of the background PDF parameters in the maximum 

likelihood fit. The floating of the background serves two purposes. It eliminates the 

need to include systematic errors on the background model parameters as they are not 

determined from Monte Carlo. Secondly, it includes the small BB component which 

is largely combinatorial. Monte Carlo validation studies are performed in section 5.6.1 

to determine if the fit is stable while allowing the background to float. We allow the 

following parameters to float within the maximum likelihood fit:

• Number of reconstructed events.

JVgig: Number of reconstructed B° ->• K*+n~.

Nqqi Number of reconstructed continuum background.

• Continuum parameters

£: The mss ARGUS shape parameter. 

ci: The linear coefficient of AS.

): The mean of the continuum F distribution.

): The width of the continuum F distribution. 

Frac/f.+: The fraction of the K*+ component. 

ci(K*+ ): The linear coefficient of the continuum K*+ distribution. 

ci(cos(0§*+ ): The linear coefficient of the cos(0|f ) distribution. 

C2(cos(0|f+ ): The quadratic coefficient of the cos(0§*+ ) distribution.

5.6.1 Fit validation method

For each of the yields and background parameters determined in the fit, tests must 

be performed to determine whether their estimators are unbiased. To this end, we 

perform a large number of independent experiments where for each experiment a Monte 

Carlo sample of signal and continuum events is constructed. We use samples of Monte 

Carlo consisting of events generated from the PDF models defined in section 5.4. Such 

samples are called 'Toy' Monte Carlo. We also use samples of Monte Carlo where the 

full detector simulation is employed. The advantage of using 'Full' Monte Carlo is that
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it includes all the correlations between the fit variables. For each experiment the full 

extended maximum likelihood fit is performed where we fit the yields and background 

parameters. The number of generated events N per experiment is randomly selected 

from a Poisson distribution with mean N. Any potential bias within the fit is studied 

by forming the 'Pull' distribution defined as:

— AT? 
Pull = Pit "G«n (5,5)

where -ZVjp. it(Gen) *s *^e numDer °f events fitted (generated) for each category type j 

and Opit is the error on JVjJ|t determined from the maximum likelihood fit. If the fit 

is unbiased then we would expect the pull to be a Gaussian distribution of zero mean 

and unit width. The signal fit bias is determined as ^ffi*. The results of all the
^Oen

following studies are summarised in table 5.10.

5.6.2 Pure toy Monte Carlo studies

The aim of the pure toy studies is to ascertain that we can fit back the correct number 

of signal and background that we put into the fit. Pure toy Monte Carlo studies consist 

of 1000 independent experiments where for each experiment a sample of signal and 

continuum events is generated from the PDFs defined in section 5.4. In generating 

the continuum events we use the parameters obtained from fully simulated qq Monte 

Carlo. For the signal and background yields we use the values Naig = 35, ATbkg = 2100. 

The pull distribution results are shown in figures 5.8 and 5.9 where we find that the 

background parameters are bias free. We also conclude that the fit is stable while 

allowing the background to float. The signal yield -/VBig has a small bias corresponding 

to one event which we include in our systematic errors.

5.6.3 Full signal Monte Carlo & toy continuum

In section 5.2 we study the correlations between each of the fit variables where they are 

found to be small. We now study the effects of any residual correlations between the 

fit variables which could introduce a bias into the fit. This is achieved by embedding 

full signal J3° -> K*+n~ Monte Carlo events where the correlations between the fit
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Figure 5.8: Pure toy Monte Carlo results showing the pull distributions of the yields 
and floated parameters for the B° -> K*+w~ analysis.
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Figure 5.9: Further pure toy Monte Carlo results showing the pull distributions of the 

yields and floated parameters.
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variables are fully simulated, into a sample of toy continuum Monte Carlo events. For 

each experiment, events are randomly selected from full signal Monte Carlo passing the 

selection cuts detailed in section 5.3. The signal pull distribution is shown in figure 5.10 

(left plot) for 500 experiments with AT8ig = 35, Nbkg = 2100. Comparing the result with 

that of the pure toy study we conclude that our PDF model sufficiently represents our 

signal channel.

5.6.4 BB Background: combinatoric & crossfeed

The expected background contributions from BB are found to consist of a small 

combinatoric component and a small number of the dominant charmless B modes 

BQ ->> .K"+7r~7r0 and B° -> p+?r~ (section 5.5). To determine how well BB is han 

dled we perform a similar study as in section 5.6.3 where 55 full Monte Carlo BB 

events are added to 35 signal and 2045 continuum toy events. We do not include any 

BG -> K+n~n° or B° -»• p+n~ events. For each experiment, events are randomly 

selected from a sample of generic BB Monte Carlo passing the selection cuts detailed 

in section 5.3. Figure 5.10 (right plot) shows the signal pull distribution for 500 experi 

ments where we observe no significant difference to the results obtained in section 5.6.3. 

We may thus conclude that at the level of sensitivity required, most of the BB back 

ground is handled by the continuum background model described in section 5.4.

We now study the sensitivity of the signal model to the B decay modes J5° —> 
K+n~n° and B° —»> p+it~ which have similar characteristics to the signal mode B° —» 

K*+n~. A set of 500 experiments is performed in which 60 events of a particular cross- 

feed channel is embedded within Monte Carlo samples of toy continuum. We use the 

larger statistics in order to better determine the error of crossfeed reconstruction. For 

each crossfeed channel we obtam the fit bias for the number of charmless B background 

reconstructed as signal. The results are presented for 500 experiments in table 5.10. 

We find that for B° ->• K+W~K° the fit crossfeed reconstruction efficiency is 50 ± 15% 

and 17 ± 12% for B° -» p+n~. Taking these reconstruction efficiencies into account 

we would expect a total of 2.12 ± 0.58/tf ± (0.46 ± ^-^)t3n(BB) charmless background 

events to be reconstructed as signal. In deriving this result we take 50% of the ex 

pected p'K+jK+x'i0 and K*+ir~ events and we take 17% of the expected 7r+7r~7r°
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Figure 5.10: Monte Carlo studies showing the B° -> K*+ K~ signal pull distributions 

for 500 experiments. Left: Embedded signal Monte Carlo and continuum toy events. 

Right: Embedded signal Monte Carlo, combinatoric BB Monte Carlo and continuum 
toy events.

piSigire: 1,02940,033 
pJlUeen:

and p+ir~ events. The first error is the fit efficiency error and the second and third 

errors are from the errors on the B mode branching fractions.

We do not include a specific component for the crossfeed modes as they are found 

to be very similar to the signal model. Since we can not float the crossfeed component 

normalisation, the dominant error on the number of crossfeed events that goes into the 

fit will depend on the uncertainty on the branching fraction for each background mode. 

Thus, since the dominant crossfeed components are so sunilar to the signal mode we 

choose to subtract the expected number of the crossfeed background from the fitted 

signal yield.

5.6.5 Comparisons of — log£max

Validation of the fit in the form of comparisons of the value of — log £max can also be 

conducted before the results themselves are determined. To do this the fit is performed 

on the final data set but only the value of - log jCmax is observed and not the parameters.
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Figure 5.11: Figure showing the distribution of -log£ and the value obtained from 

data. The figure indicates that the assumed background model agrees well with data.

The distribution of - log jCmax from the pure toy Monte Carlo experiments is compared 

to the value of -log£max obtained on data. Agreement of the values of - log£max 

provides a good indication that the forms of the background PDFs represent the data 

well. From figure 5.11 we see that the assumed background model agrees well with the 

data value of - log £max = -26368.

5.7 Comparisons of data and Monte Carlo

To determine how well the continuum qq Monte Carlo describes data qq events we can 

make a comparison with off-peak data. However, for off-peak data, there are limited 

statistics available and we would like to take advantage of the larger statistics in the 

on-peak sample. In order to make a comparison between on-peak data and continuum 

Monte Carlo we must select data in a region where BB background contamination is 

minimal and which does not include the signal region. Figure 5.12 shows the distribu 

tion of A.E and TTIES in 140.5 fb~ l BB Monte Carlo. We apply all selections given in 

section 5.3 with the exception of cos(0^h)| and A.E. For these variables we apply the
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*** BB

Input Input fit fit

/j(Bias) /z(-log£max)

I: Pure toy Monte Carlo.

2135 0.0 35 36.2 ± 8.4 2098.8 ± 45 0.03 -26250

II: Embedded Monte Carlo signal and toy continuum.

2135 0.0 35 36.2 ± 8.5 2098.8 ± 45 0.03 -26600

III: Embedded Monte Carlo signal, Monte Carlo BB and toy continuum.

2135 55.0 35 36.6 ± 8.6 2098.4 ± 45 0.04 -26550

IV: B° ->• -K"+7T~7r° and toy continuum.

2160 60.0 0.0 30.0 ± 9.0 2130 ± 45 0.53 -

IV: B° — > p+ ir~ and toy continuum.

2160 60.0 0.0 10.0 ± 7.0 2150 ± 45 0.16 -

Table 5.10: Fit results. 500 Experiments each. I: Pure toy, II: Embedded signal Monte 

Carlo and toy continuum, III: Embedded Monte Carlo signal, BB Monte Carlo and toy 

continuum, IV: Embedded signal-like crossfeed BB Monte Carlo and toy continuum.
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looser selections | cos(0£h) | < 0.9 and |AJ3| < 0.4 GeV. The loosening of the |cos(0*h)| 

selection increases the number of qq events and the widening of the | A£?| selection al 

lows us to determine where the BB background is minimal. We see that the region 

-0.4 < &E < -0.2 GeV contains a large amount of BB events. Thus, on-peak data 

for this range can not be used to make a comparison with continuum Monte Carlo. In 

the region 0.2 < AE < 0.4 GeV we find that the number of BB events is minimal with 

B°B° = 10 events and B+B~ = 29 events. For 81/6" 1 the total expected number 

of BB events is 22.3. This number is small compared to the 3961 events in on-peak 

'side-band' data.
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Figure 5.12: BB generic Monte Carlo showing the amount of BB pollution in the AJ5? 

variable for the B° ->• A"*+ 7r~ analysis.

In figure 5.13 we compare off-peak and on-peak data to continuum Monte Carlo 

in the 'AJ5 side-band' region defined as 0.2 < AJ5? < 0.4 GeV. All figures contain 

events which pass the entire set of selection cuts in section 5.3 apart from the looser 

restrictions on cos(0^h) and AE. We see that Monte Carlo describes the data well and 

confirms once more that our chosen background shapes (section 5.4) are satisfactory in 

describing data. Although there are some differences, since the background parameters
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are determined from the fit this reduces our reliance on the Monte Carlo.

5.8 Fit results

In this section we give the results of the extended maximum likelihood fit to data. 

As previously described our maximum likelihood function consists of signal and back 

ground event categories. For each event category we determine a total PDF consisting 

of 5 independent fit variables AJ5, m^g, m(K*), cos(0jP), ?. The dominant back 

ground arises from continuum qq events with a small combinatorial background from 

BB events. From the fit we determine the background model parameters and the signal 

and background yields. In table 5.11 we give the values of all fixed model parameters 

and also the values of those parameters obtained from the fit. All values of the fixed 

parameters are the data corrected values and we give the largest error for each param 

eter. These data corrections are discussed in the systematics section 5.9.5. For those 

parameters determined from the fit the errors shown are determined using the methods 

discussed in section 4.8.2.

For the signal B° ->• K*+K~ and background yields we obtain JVSig = SO.Ol^'J 

and Nqq = 2023 ± 45. From the fit we determine the correlations for the floating fit 

parameters and yields which is given in table 5.12 where we find that they are small.

In the Gaussian approximation, the log likelihood distribution is given by e~x /2 . 

The statistical significance on the number of signal events is calculated by taking the 

difference between the value of -21ogjC obtained in the nominal fit and the value 

obtained by fixing Nsig = 0. The significance of the result is then determined as

<y/-21og(£/jCs=o)- In figure 5.14 we show the negative log likelihood scan from which 

a statistical significance of 6.08 is obtained. For the B° -> K*+ n~ analysis we must 

subtract a crossfeed component from the signal fit yield corresponding to 2.12 events. 

This reduces our statistical significance from 6.08 to 5.29.

5.8.1 Likelihood ratio & projections

It has become standard to demonstrate the signal excess in each of the fit variables 

by considering the probability ratio denoted ft. The probability ratio is formed by
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Figure 5.13: udsc Monte Carlo, off-peak and on-peak data comparison for 0.2 < 

0.4 GeV. The selection cuts are described in the text of section 5.7.
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Parameter
Akg
*tf

Description

Number of B° -^ X*+TT-

Number of continuum gg

Value
so.o^i

2023 ± 45

B° ->• K*+it~ Fit parameters. All parameters fixed.
<r(mES)
l*(mEs)

a
n

ci(AE)
/i(AE)
ai(A.E)

<72 (AE)
FracAs

a(^)

M^)
•p/ f *+\

V /

»(K*+)

ci(cos(0£*+ ))
c2 (cos(0r+ ))

Resolution of the Crystal Ball for VIES signal MeV/c2

Mean of the Crystal Ball for mss signal GeV/c2
IT»BS C.B parameter
m£5 C.B order parameter
Linear coefficient of AE signal

Mean of Gaussian component of A.E signal MeV

Negative AE resolution2 GeV
Positive AJS? resolution GeV
Gaussian contribution
Width of Fisher Gaussian

Mean of Fisher Gaussian
Width of K * + resonance GeV/c2

Mass of JK""1" resonance GeV/c2
Linear coefficient of the cos(0//* ) distribution

Quadratic coefficient of the cos(0/T ) distribution

2.80 ±0.15

5.280 ± 0.0002
1.715 ± 0.040

10
-2.325 ± 0.460

-3.6 ±2.5
0.039 ± 0.001
0.027 ±0.001
0.835 ±0.010
0.437 ±0.001
0.088 ± 0.001
0.050 ± 0.005
0.890 ± 0.002
0.688 ±0.013
0.932 ±0.005

gg background parameters determined from fit.

£
Ci(AE)

/i(*0
*CF)
<r(^)

ci(JT+ )
Frac,<-.+

ci(cos(0JT+ ))
C2 (cos(0£*+ ))

ARGUS qq background shape parameter

AE linear coefficient of gg background

Mean of background Fisher Gaussian

Left width of background Fisher Gaussian

Right width of background Fisher Gaussian

Linear K" + background component in qq background

Contribution of K*+ component

Linear coefficient of the cos(0jT ) distribution

Quadratic coefficient of the cos(0j?* ) distribution

-21.18 ±2.53
-0.91 ± 0.25
0.537 ± 0.002
0.010 ±0.001
0.098 ±0.001
0.054 ±0.044
0.188 ±0.016

-0.383 ± 0.036
0.223 ±0.032

gg background parameters fixed in fit.

mo
r(/r+)
M#*+ )

Endpoint of ARGUS function
Width of K"+ resonance in background GeV/c2

Mass of K*+ resonance in background GeV/c2

5.29

0.050 ±0.005

0.890 ±0.002

Table 5.11: Values of the fit parameters and signal yield results of the final fit to data.
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-0.009 1

-0.010 -0.002 1

-0.013 0.006 0.004 1

0.006 0.001 0.005 0.153 1

0.011 -0.003 0.001 -0.007 0.000 1

0.005 -0.002 0.003 -0.003 0.001 0.005 1

0.005 0.001 0.000 -0.001 -0.003 0.003 0.009 1

-0.026 0.003 -0.001 0.009 -0.001 -0.011 -0.001 -0.003 1

0.163 -0.029 -0.035 -0.033 0.008 0.060 0.003 0.015 -0.083 1

Table 5.12: Correlation between the yields and floating parameters in the maximum 

likelihood fit to data.
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Figure 5.14: -J00(£/£max) scan for the B° -> K*+K~ analysis.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

Figure 5.15: Distribution of ft defined in equation 5.6 for data (black) and combined 

continuum and signal Monte Carlo (red). A cut value of 72. > 0.7 removes most of the 

background events.
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integrating out the variable which has been chosen as the presentation variable denoted 

x. The ratio K(z) is given by:

fPK**(x;?)dx
* l J

where z corresponds to the other fit variables not including the chosen presentation 

variable and P is the combined probability density function described in section 4.8.3. 

Figure 5.15 shows the distribution (black dots) of "R, for data where mEs has been inte 

grated out. Also shown, (red dots) is the K distribution for a combined sample of 2450 

continuum Monte Carlo and 1000 signal Monte Carlo B° -> K*+x~. The continuum 

qq events occur predominantly at 11 = 0 whereas signal events occur predominantly at 

71 = 1.0. By considering events where 72, > 0.7 the majority of qq can be suppressed. 

Projection plots for each of the fit variables, ra.es, A-E7> T, m(K*+ ), cos(0jy*+ ) are de 

termined by integrating over all non-presentation variables after removing those events 

which fail the 72. cut:

where x is the projection variable (presentation variable) and z is the set of remaining 

variables which are integrated over. The resulting projection distributions are shown 

in figure 5.16 where the signal B° -> K*+n~ events can clearly be seen, particularly in 

the m,ES distribution.
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Figure 5.16: Projection plots for the analysis of B° ->• K*+n~ made using the 

method discussed in section 5.8.1 for data. The projected variables are respectively

A.E, F, m(K*+), cos(0jy*+). The projections shown are: background and sig 

nal PDFs (solid line) and background only PDFs (dashed line).
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5.9 Systematic errors

This section introduces the main sources of systematic errors for the analysis of B° —> 

K*+n~, K*+ -* K+n°. Systematic errors arise predominantly from the differences 
between data and Monte Carlo simulations.

5.9.1 Efficiency systematics

Since Monte Carlo does not accurately model data, the signal efficiency obtained from 
Monte Carlo must be corrected to account for any differences. For the final state B° -> 

-K"+ 7T~7r° it is necessary to consider the differences that arise in track reconstruction, 
particle identification and TT° reconstruction. In each instance, control samples taken 
from data are formed which contain large samples of tracks, kaons, and both charged 

and neutral pions. The specific modes used for control samples vary and are discussed 
in the following sections. By generating the corresponding Monte Carlo samples, the 
differences between the two samples can be established. This results in correction 
recipes which are then used to correct the Monte Carlo signal efficiencies. Typically 

these corrections are applied as scaling factors (n) to the original signal Monte Carlo 
efficiency (eMc)- The total efficiency is then determined as:

For each method used to derive a correction (r<) there will be an associated sys 
tematic error. These are added in quadrature to give the total systematic error on the 
corrected signal efficiency o^. The following sections describe both the corrections 

and systematic errors arising due to efficiency corrections.

5.9.2 TT° corrections

The 7T° efficiency correction to the Monte Carlo is obtained from tagged r decay modes 
in e+ e~ -* T+T~, where r~ ->• e~Pei/T andr+ -> h+Nir0 vT , h = K,ir, N = 1,2. 

The correction is determined using a number of different methods. To correct the TT° 

shape in Monte Carlo a photon energy rescaling (0.75%) and energy dependent photon
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resolution correction (1-3%) must be applied. In order to match the TT° reconstruction 

efficiency to data, we must apply an electromagnetic shower killing. The killing factor is 

obtained by taking the ratio of reconstructed events for data over Monte Carlo. This is 

done for both the 27r° and ITTO final states. Figure 5.17 shows both data and uncorrected 

Monte Carlo for the JE7 and 771(71-°) distributions after the thrust cut | cos(0£h)| < 0.7. 

We see that the main difference in the distributions is that the Monte Carlo slightly 

underestimates the TT° width which is corrected for using the photon resolution and 

energy rescaling corrections. These corrections remove any differences in efficiency for 

the Ely and m(7r°) selection cuts due to data Monte Carlo differences. We find that the 

7r° efficiency correction factor is 0.995. The systematic error on the TT° correction is 5% 

per 7T° which includes the following contributions:

• Uncertainty on BH(r -4 for0!/) &R,(r -> /iTrVi/) (1.6%).

• The difference in the efficiency with and without applying a 2% (photon smearing) 

resolution correction.

• TT° reconstruction in hadronic decay channels (1%).

• A (3%) effect when the photons used to reconstruct the neutral pion are from 

different electromagnetic shower clusters in the EMC.

For further information on the neutral correction method see the references [53] [47].

5.9.3 Tracking efficiency corrections

Track selection corrections are applied to the Monte Carlo which are determined using 

the methods described in [46]. The principal idea is to use control samples such as 

D*+ -> D°K+ , D° -> K~n+ and determine the track reconstruction efficiencies for 

both data and Monte Carlo. The procedure for applying the corrections to Monte Carlo 

is given in [54], where the tracks satisfy the reconstruction criteria given in section 4.2. 

For our track selections we apply a flat 0.8% correction per event track which results 

in a total efficiency correction of 1.6%. The tracking systematic error is determined 

in [54] to be 3.5% per track.
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-*- udsc Monte Carlo

— On-res data
-^BB Monte Carlo

— Off-iBS data

-*-udsc Monte Carlo

— On-resdata

-i—BB Monte Carlo
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Figure 5.17: m(7r°) and E^ for continuum qq, (q = w,cf, s,c) Monte Carlo, off-peak 

data, on-peak data and BB Monte Carlo.

K*/** ID
Data e(K)

0.833 ± 0.009

Monte Carlo e(K)

0.8 12 ±0.007

Correction

0.975 ± 0.013

Table 5.13: K^it selection efficiencies from D*+ -> D°7r+ , D° -> K~n+ , averaged over 

0.250 < |p| < 4.0GeV/c , Run I and Run II data.

5.9.4 Kaon selection efficiency corrections

The selection efficiency(fig. 4.3) for charged kaons and pions is determined as a function 

of track momentum on data using the control sample D*+ —> £>°7r+ , D° —>• K~n+ . 

These events are selected very cleanly due to the small width of the D*+ -D° difference. 

The charged tracks satisfy the same criteria set out in section 4.2. In table 5.13 we 

give the kaon selection efficiencies for data and Monte Carlo for the control sample 

D*+ —t .D07r+ , D° ->• K~n+ . The correction to Monte Carlo is determined by forming 

the ratio of the kaon selection efficiencies for data and Monte Carlo. The full procedure 

is denned in [55].

Applying all systematic correction factors to the uncorrected Monte Carlo signal 

efficiency we obtain, using equation 5.8, e = (11.30 ± 0.14)%, where the error given is
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statistical.

5.9.5 Model PDF systematics

Systematic errors arise in modeling the probability density functions of the fit variables 
due to differences between data and Monte Carlo. To study these differences and 
obtain corrections to the signal PDFs high statistic control modes are chosen which 
have similar final states and kinematics. For the K+n~n° final state the modes B° -» 
£°7r°, Z>° -> K+TT- and B+ -> #°7r+, .D0 -> K+^ir0 are possible candidates for 
control samples. B° -» .DV has the same final state as B° -» K*+TT~ while B+ -> 
D°ir+ has the advantage of having a slower neutral pion. Thus for B° —> K*+n~ we use 
the B+ -¥ -D°7r+ , D° -> K+n~K° control sample. The floated qq model parameters are 
determined from data and do not have a systematic error. The resulting prescription for 
correcting the signal Monte Carlo 77135 and &E parameters is taken from reference [56].

is fixed to 5.280 GeV/c2 with an error of 0.2 MeV/c2 determined from

is fixed to the Monte Carlo value with an error of 0.15 MeV/c2 deter 
mined from B° -+ SV, D° -

For Monte Carlo n(&E) is shifted by -5.0 MeV and an error of 2.5 MeV is 
assigned which is determined from B+ ->• JD°7r+ , Z>° —

For cr(AE) the Monte Carlo is scaled up by 5% and an error of 5% is assigned
from B+ -+ £°7T+, D° -

For the linear discriminant ,F, we determine corrections to the Gaussian parameters 
from the control sample B+ -» D°n+ , D° -> K+ir~n0 . No difference is found within 

the available statistics.
For both signal and background the A"*+ (892) line shape is fixed to the PDG value 

given in section 4.5. In order to test the sensitivity of the fit we vary the Breit-Wigner 
width within 10% of the Jf*(892) PDG value. We observe no significant deviation on 

the signal yield.
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For the cos(0%*+ ) distribution we take the difference between the fitted helicity 

parameters and the expected cos2 (0jy* ) distribution as a systematic error. The error 

is smaller than the statistical errors on the fitted helicity parameters.

5.9.6 Maximum likelihood fit yield error

The statistical and systematic uncertainties on the M.L. signal yields due to the mod 

elling of the PDFs are determined by varying each model parameter within la of their 

fitted values while performing the full extended likelihood fit. The dominant errors 

are the systematic uncertainties discussed in the last section. The resulting change in 

the nominal yields as determined from the extended likelihood fit is used as the sys 

tematic uncertainty due to the parameterisations of the probability density functions. 

The results are shown in table 5.14, for each discriminating fit variable. To derive the 

total systematic error we add in quadrature the signal yield Arsig variations due to each 

fit variable. We thus obtain a total systematic error of 0.6 events which is 2% of the 

nominal fitted yield.

Vax mEs

-0.103 -0.248 -0.046 -0.315 0.038 -0.324 -0.231 -0.133 -0.041 -0.318 

0.214 0.146 0.141 0.229 -0.002 0.286 0.232 0.136 0.183 0.182

Background
-0.183 0.203

-0.173 0.149

Table 5.14: Change in nominal fitted yields due to the uncertainty on the PDF model. 

Each parameter is varied within ±lcr of its nominal value.

5.9.7 Further sources of systematic error

• The number of BB events is derived from hadronic events and muon pairs using 

the methods discussed in [57]. The number of BB pairs is found to be NB§ = 

88.837±0.002 (stat)±0.977 (syst) x 106 . The systematic uncertainty is thus 1.1%.

• M.L. fit bias: This is determined from embedding studies as described in sec-
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tion 5.6.3 where we take the bias to be 3%.

• Selection cuts: The systematic uncertainty for cos(0^h) is based upon the ex 

pectation that the cos(0^h) distribution for signal Monte Carlo should be flat. 

Based on the signal efficiency for a selection |cos(0^h)| < 0.7 and its deviation 

from the expectation for a flat distribution, we assign a systematic of 2.8%. The 

systematic error due to cos(0#" ) is handled using a similar approach as above. 

The eos(0j£" ) variable would be expected to be distributed as cos2 ^*"1"). Based 

on the signal efficiency for a selection cos(0JP+ ) > -0.7 and its deviation from 

the expectation for a quadratic distribution, we assign a systematic of 1.0%.

• BB crossfeed background: In sections 5.5 and 5.6.1 we calculated the number of 

charmless events which must be subtracted from the signal fit yield. The modes 

considered are given in table 5.9. We subtract 2.12±0.58/ft± (0.46±0.14)5^B^ 

events. The first error arises from the uncertainty in the number of crossfeed 

events used to obtain the fit mis-identification efficiencies in section 5.6.4. The 

second and third errors are due to the uncertainties on the branching fractions 

for the B modes. We add all three errors in quadrature to determine the total 

systematic error on the BB crossfeed background where we obtain 2.12 ± 0.75.

In table 5.15 we give all systematic corrections required to correct the signal Monte 

Carlo efficiency. In table 5.16 we give the systematic errors arising from the efficiency 

corrections, number of BB pairs and signal fit yield. For each of the corrections we 

add the errors in quadrature.
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Table 5.15: The systematic corrections required to correct the Monte Carlo efficiency 
for B° -» JT+TT-, K*+ -

Source

K±/ir± tracking 

TT° 7 smearing

KaonID

Total

% M.C. correction in
1917 f DO v V*+ f V+-JO\——\ ol\\D — r Jt\. ^A 7T )TT )

0.984 

0.976

0.975

0.936

Table 5.16: Sources of systematic uncertainties in the measurement of &R,(BQ 
-, K*+ -

Source % Uncertainty

Efficiency systematic errors.

h± , h = A",TT track

Trk. Multiplicity

Kaon ID
7T°

cos(^f*+) > -0.7

|cos(0fph)|<0.7

Total

7.0

1.0

2.0

5.0

1.0

2.8

9.4

Systematic errors on WB°-»K'+TT-

PDF model

M.L. fit bias
Crossfeed error

Total

B counting

2.0

3.0

2.5

4.4

1.1
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5.10 Branching fraction result for

The branching fraction is measured as:

BK(B° -> JT+1T-) = _. ' (5<9)

Where e is the Monte Carlo corrected signal efficiency e = (11.30 ± 0.14 ± 1.06)%, 
BK(K*+ -> Jf+7r°) = 0.33, Bn(*0 -> 77) = (98.798 ± 0.032)% [15] and ATBo _>#.+„- = 
JVTaig — -Nxfeed- Where AT8ig is the signal category fit yield and Nxfeed is the number of 
BE crossfeed. The resulting branching fraction is determined to be:

BK(B° -> K*+K-) = (8.42^-51 (stat ) ± 0. 87 (syst)) x 10-6. (5.10)

Mode Eff(%) ^fc BB crossfeed ^Signal Events BK(B° -> K*+*-)

± stat ±syst xlO~
11.30 2. 12 ±0.75 30.0lf;| 8.42+^;^ ± 0.87

The measurement presented here for B° ->> K*+ir" lies within 2<r of the BELLE [32] 
and CLEO [33] results. However, the BABAR result obtained in this thesis has the 
highest statistical significance of 5.3. We find that the QCD factorisation prediction 
for the branching fraction BK(BQ -> K*+n~) = (S.ltlilliiS'jtf;!) x 10~6 agrees well 
with the measured value. The BABAR dataset will soon reach 200 fb"1 when it will 
become possible to probe for direct CP effects within this mode.
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Chapter 6

Branching fraction analysis of

6.1 Introduction

The goal of this chapter is to present an analysis for the decay B° -> K*°n° and to 

measure the branching fraction 81^(3° -» jK"*°7r°). The analysis follows closely that of 

B° —>• K*+n~. The yields and continuum background parameters are determined from 

a maximum likelihood fit. The fit uses the variables A.E, cos(0jy*°), m(K*°), TUBS and 

P. The discussion will refer to the details of the previous chapter to recapitulate the 

main ideas of the analysis method. The analysis centers on the development of the fit 

model consisting of a set of independent discrimination variables for both signal and 

background components. We give the correlations of the fit variables in section 6.2 and 

discuss the selection efficiencies in section 6.3. We give the parameterisations of the fit 

variables in section 6.4 and the analysis backgrounds are discussed in section 6.5. In 

section 6.6 validation studies are undertaken to determine bias in the estimators, effec 

tiveness of fit reconstruction efficiency and understand how potential B backgrounds 

are handled by the fit. The fit results are given in section 6.8 and the analysis of system 

atic errors is described in section 6.9. We present the branching fraction measurement 

in section 6.10.
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6.2 Fit variables and their correlations

In order to use the maximum likelihood technique the variables used in constructing 

the likelihood function must be independent for each event type. For the B° —> K*°n° 

analysis we find no significant correlations in either signal or continuum qq background. 

The correlation matrices are shown in table 6.1 for signal B° -» K*°n° Monte Carlo 

and table 6.2 for continuum Monte Carlo.

£^L£/

f^f\ft* QK. \

m(K*°)

mES

f

*E ooB(^T°) m(K*) mES ?

1

-0.003

0.017

0.028

-0.005

1

-0.003 1
0.012 -0.022 1

0.006 0.007 -0.022 1

Table 6.1: Correlation matrix for the maximum likelihood fit variables for Signal B° 

K*°n° Monte Carlo.

A£

cos(0in
mClT*0 )

mES

?

A£? cos(^f*°) m(K*°) mES ?

1

-0.001

0.019

0.004

-0.068

1

0.002

0.002

0.001

1

0.004 1

0.0 -0.016 1

Table 6.2: Correlation matrix for the maximum likelihood fit variables for the qq back 

ground.

6.3 Selection efficiencies

The selection variables and pre-selection criteria are discussed in chapter 4. The 

-> K*°ir° selections involve a hard J57 selection discussed in section 4.6.2. In
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addition, there is a looser selection on cos(0^h) discussed in section 4.7. The selection 

on cos(0J£*0 ) requires that -0.85 < cos(0|f °) < 0.85 in order to remove a small back 
ground component from B° —>• p~K+ which affects the extreme cos(0jy* ) = — 1. It 

also removes badly reconstructed events where high energy kaons and pions can not be 
correctly identified due to the acceptance of the DIRC.

In table 6.3 we show both candidate and event selection efficiencies for B° -» K*°n° 
Monte Carlo where each efficiency is given relative to the previous selection. For B° —> 

K*+K~ the pre-selection process reconstructed many multiple candidates per event 

whereas in B° -> K*Qn° the ratio of candidates to events is significantly lower. The 

dominant reason for this is due to the requirement of reconstructing a high energy TT° 

in the B° ->• K*°n°. After all selection cuts we find that 1% of the remaining events 
contain multiple candidates. In the cases where an event contains multiple candidates 

then the final candidate is determined by random selection. This has been determined 

to be the safest and most bias free method of candidate selection. We find that the 
selection efficiency for B° -> K*°v° is 13.70 ± 0.11%.

Table 6.4 shows the event selection efficiencies for 81.878 fb'1 on-peak data, 9.578 fb~ l 
off-peak data, 1043 fb~l udsc continuum Monte Carlo and 140.5/6" 1 combined BB 
£+£-(50%), B°B°(50%) Monte Carlo (J5° -+ K*W signal events removed) where 

each efficiency is given relative to the previous selection. We find that 3494 on-peak 

events and 489 off-peak events remain after all selections have been applied.
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Pre-selected number of JK"*°7r° candidates 

Pre-selected number of K "V events
Eff(%) B° -> tf*°7r°

|cos(0fph)|<0.8

Neutral selection

Ely > 150.0 MeV 

0.12 <m(7T°)< 0.15 GeV/c2

Charged track selection

Reconstruction TT K PID

K *° resonance

0.8<m(lir*0)<1.0GeV/c2 

-0.85 < cos(0f °) < 0.85

B candidate

|A£| < 150 MeV 

5.2 <mEs< 5.29 GeV/c2

Total

114867

Candidates

76.8

61160

Events

85.2

77.9 

89.1

83.7 

89.5

68.3 78.0

58.1 

70.0

77.2 

70.5

89.6 

99.9

13.25

91.3 

99.8

13.70

Table 6.3: Selection efficiencies in e(%) for J5° -» ITV Monte Carlo. First column: 

Candidate selection efficiencies for all reconstructed B candidates. Second column: Per 

event selection efficiencies.
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Eff(%)

Data pre-selection 

M.C. pre-selection

|cos(0£h)i<o.8
Neutral selection

JS7 > 150.0 MeV 

0.12<m(7T°) <0.15GeV/c2

Charged track selection

7T, K PID

K*Q resonance

Q.S<m(K*°) <1.0GeV/c2 

-0.85 < cos(0g*°) < 0.85

B candidate

|AE| < 150 MeV 

5.2 <mj35 <5.29GeV/c2

Total

e(onpeak)

2.1

17.6

e(offpeak)

2.1

17.5

e(udscM.C.)

2.1

28.4

e(BB)

0.2

73.2

63.6 

82.3

62.5 

81.0

62.8 

85.0

68.5 

84.7

26.9 26.2 25.8 26.8

9.3 

86.1

9.2

87.4

9.1 

93.3

3.6 

81.5

29.9 

89.8

1.1 x 10~5

30.0 

88.1

1.03 x 10~5

30.3

88.2

1.87 x 10~5

13.1 

91.5

0.8 x 10~6

Table 6.4: Selection efficiencies for on-peak data, off-peak data, 140.5/6 1 BB Monte 

Carlo and 1043 fb~ l udsc Monte Carlo.
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6.4 Parameterisation of signal & continuum background

The parameterisations of the PDFs for the fit variables are determined from B° -¥ 

K*°K° Monte Carlo and continuum qq Monte Carlo. Figure 6.1 and figure 6.2 show 

the distributions of each fit variable. Also shown are the results of an unbinned maxi 

mum likelihood fit used to determine the initial parameterisations of the fit variables. 

The primary aim is to establish the shapes of the probability density functions. The 

goodness of fit quality of the parameterisations is determined later in section 6.6.

' The shape of the energy substituted mass mes is parameterised using 

the Crystal Ball function for signal and the ARGUS function for contmuum qq 
background as in section 5.4.

A E: The signal AE shape is parameterised with a double Gaussian. The large tail 

for negative AJ51 is attributed to energy loss in the electromagnetic calorimeter. 

This effect is found for other modes which involve high energy photons such as 
BQ -> K*0fy which differs from B° ->> K*°it° by a photon and has a similar 

distribution in A.E. For continuum background, A.E7 is parameterised with a first 

order polynomial function.

Linear discriminant F: The linear discriminant variable T for signal is parame 

terised with a Gaussian. The continuum background is slightly asymmetric and 

is parameterised using an asymmetric Gaussian distribution.

jFf*°(892) mass: The signal K*° shape is parameterised using a Breit-Wigner 

distribution with the mass and width fixed to the PDG values [15]. For continuum 

background the K*® shape is parameterised with a combination of a Breit-Wigner 

and first order polynomial background as used for the B° ->• K*+n~ in section 5.4.

cos(0jy*°): The signal shape for cos(0jy*°) is described with a 2nd order Cheby- 

shev polynomial function (equation 5.4). The distribution is essentially a pure 

quadratic. However, a linear term is included which is helpful in determining 

a systematic error due to any differences between data and the Monte Carlo.
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For continuum background the cos(0jp ) shape is parameterised with a constant 

function.

6.5 BB backgrounds in B°

For B° -» K*°7r° the backgrounds are similar to the analysis of B° ->• K*+ir~ (chap 

ter 5). These consist of the dominant qq continuum background and backgrounds 

arising from BB modes. For the continuum background the discussion is identical to 

the B° -> K*+n~ analysis and the reader is referred to section 4.7. In order to deter 

mine the B background modes specific to B° -> K*°n°, large samples of BB Monte 

Carlo are generated and reconstructed using the B° -» K*°n° selection criteria in sec 

tion 6.3. The samples used to study the BB backgrounds are the same as those used 

in the B° -» K*+n~ analysis corresponding to 140.5 fb~l .

The distributions for AE, cos(^^*°), m(A"*°), mjs?5, f are shown in figure 6.3 for 

B+B~ and B°B° Monte Carlo. All selection cuts in section 6.3 have been applied 

to the BB Monte Carlo. Table 6.5 gives the number of reconstructed BB events for 

the generated BB Monte Carlo. From both figure 6.3 and table 6.5 the background 

from B decays is seen to consist of a small combinatoric component with a significant 

signal-like component in the TTIES distribution for B°B°. This strong peak is mainly 

due to the charmless decay B° -4 K+K~n°.

6.5.1 Charmless BB backgrounds

To identify backgrounds due to rare B modes, a large sample of events has been 

generated consisting of BB decay modes where one of the B decays is forced to 

decay to a mode containing no charm particles. We apply the selection criteria of 

section 6.3 and select those events in the mES signal region which we define to be 

5.270 < mEs < 5.288 GeV/c2 .

Figure 6.4 shows the distribution of the TTIES and AE variables after all selection 

cuts in the charmless BB Monte Carlo. Table 6.6 describes the different charmless 

modes contributing in the region 5.270 < m,ES < 5.288 GeV/c2 . Given the large size 

of the rare charmless B sample, modes contributing only one event are not expected
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Mode #ft(10~6) N reco (140.5 /6"1 ) N expected (81 /&'1 )

Peak BB, 5.270 < mEs < 5.288 GeV/c2
*o° ^ £0*'*° < 19 10 

40.3 ± 2.5 1

Total BB, 5.2 < mEs < 5.29 GeV/c2
B+B-
B°B°

72 

38

40.56 

22.43

Table 6.5: Reconstructed BB events in 140.5 fb 1 and expected number of events in 
81/6- 1 .

to enter the signal region for 81/6" 1 . Instead they are treated as contributions to 

the combinatorial component of the BB background. For modes where more than one 

event is observed, a large statistics sample of Monte Carlo is generated to study each 

mode further. Where the branching fractions are measured we use the results of the 

heavy flavour averaging group [24].

In addition to using generic samples of BB and charmless Monte Carlo we con 

sider in more detail those B decay modes which could be reconstructed as signal in the 

maximum likelihood fit. The largest signal-like backgrounds in the B° ->• K*W anal 

ysis are found to come from the non-resonant three-body decays B° ->• JT+7r~7r°(N.R.) 

and B° ->> K+K~TC0 (N.R.) due to the mis-identification of a kaon as a pion. Back 

grounds from B° -> p~K+ are found to be negligible due to the helicity selection. For 

backgrounds arising from B decays with four-body final states we expect less than one

event.
The modes B° -» /0°(980,1270,1370)tf*°, /0 -> 7r°7r° and BQ -> /0 (980,1270,1370)7T°, 

/o -> 7T+7T-, could possibly enter the fit region. B° -> /o(980,1270,1370)^*° would be 

shifted in &E due a lost TT. Thus, our AE cut of 150 MeV/c2 will suppress the majority 

of this background.
The mode B° ->> /o(980,1270,1370)7r° would contribute due to the misidentification 

of a pion. Unfortunately, no Monte Carlo was available to study all these modes in 

detail. The nearest mode to B° -> faK*° is B° -> 7r°7r°A"*0 . This mode is included in
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Mode BK(W-*) 

Generated

8ft(l(T6 ) 

Measured

N reco

Peak charmless BB, 5.270 < rriRS < 5.288 GeV/c2
B° — > J^*0 7r°7r0

DO i 0 + 0 jj — ? p TT 7T

DO _ v JC^ ir~ ir®

BG -» p+TT-TT0

#° -> /o(980)7T°

B° -> 1^7

B0 -> /2 (1270)/o+ 7r+ 7r°
5+ -)• A"+7r°7r°

B+ -> 7r+ 7r°7r°

B+ -)• 7r+7r°a;0
D-|- _ , J^"i"»irO K"®

D-(- _ . 0 Jf~\~ Tf — »jr"f"

5° -> ^Jr-7r0
DO _ v I^"*0/v

DO _ i If *0«+

1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

40.3

1.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

<19

40.3 ± 2.5
-

4

4

4

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

11

5

3

Table 6.6: Contributing charmless B background modes for the mss region 5.270 < 

rn,ES < 5.288 GeV/c2 determined from charmless BB Monte Carlo. The charmless 

sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of « 10000 fb~ l .
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Figure 6.4: rriES and &E distributions in charmless BB Monte Carlo.

our charmless sample where we expect 0.022 events. We assume that any backgrounds 

from B+ ->• /0 (980,1270, 137Q)K*+ are similarly suppressed. Possible contamination 

from decay modes with a higher kaon resonance is estimated from the BELLE result for 

B° -t -KJ°7r0 . Table 6.7 shows the results for the dominant sources of B background. 

The main source of error on the number of BB is due to the uncertainty of the branching 

fraction for each background mode. Where the branching fractions are measured we 

use the results of the heavy flavour averaging group [24]. In the cases where branching 

fractions are not yet measured they are estimated using the nominal value of 1.0 x 10~6 . 

For these unmeasured modes we obtain a systematic error as the number of expected 

events using a branching fraction of 10 x 10~6 .

6.5.2 Summary of BB backgrounds

There are two components for the BB background. A combinatoric component where 

we expect 63 events for a sample of 81 fb~l . This background is expected to be handled 

by the continuum background PDF models. This is studied in section 6.6. In addition, 

there is a charmless crossfeed component where B events closely resemble the signal 

mode B° -> K*°ir°. These events will be reconstructed as signal in the maximum 

likelihood fit. From table 6.7 we expect 6.69 ± 1.22 ± 3.19 events. In section 6.6
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Mode

B° -> jr+ir-^(N.R.)
B° -> tf+7r-7r°(N.R.)
B° —» lf*07r0

X

5° -> tf *°7

oO v 0 + 0

B° — > lC*0 7T0 7r0

B+ -4 K*°p+ (Long.)

B+ -> 1C *°p+ (TVans.)

Total

5fc(10-«)

< 19 [24]
c 7+2.7+0.5 rool °'' -2.5-0.4 1OZJ

6 1 +1.6+0.5 fool .1 ir n a \<J£\ "*• j..O""*U.O •• J

40.3 ± 2.5 [24]

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Eff

1.2 x 10~3

4.3 x 10-3

4.3 x ID"3

2.3 x 10-4

< 0.2 x HT4

3.5 x 10~4

3.8 x 10~3

1.6 x 10~4

#Gen

47K

42K
-

163K

50K

20K

49K

49K

^ExpCSl/6- 1 )

1.00 ± 1.00
2 ^0+1.04+0.19

n Qo+0.63+0.19 •^•^^-0.56-0.23

0.82 ±0.14

0.0
n no+0.22 
——— -fl n5
0 ^3"l~3.00

nni +0.13 U- U1 -0.01

6.69 ±1.22 ±3.19

Table 6.7: Main expected sources of signal-like crossfeed BB background for the B° -> 

K*°K° analysis. The number of events given, is for the full fit region.

we perform studies to determine how many crossfeed B events are reconstructed as 

signal using the additional information in the fit. From these studies we can determine 

the number to subtract from the reconstructed signal yield. For the remainder of 

the analysis we reserve the term crossfeed for the charmless backgrounds resulting 

from B° -> -K"+7T~7r° (N.R.), higher kaon resonance modes and non-resonant B° — »

6.6 Fit validation

In this section we summarise the validation studies. The techniques used to validate the 

maximum likelihood fit method are discussed in section 5.6.1. We present the results 

of the studies in Table 6.8.

We choose to float some of the background PDF parameters in the maximum like 

lihood fit. The floating of the background serves two purposes. It eliminates the need 

to include systematic errors on the background model parameters as they are not de 

termined from Monte Carlo. Secondly, it includes the small BB component which is
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largely combinatorial. Validation studies are performed as in section 6.6.1, to determine 
if the fit is stable. The following parameters are allowed to float within the maximum 
likelihood fit:

• Number of reconstructed events.
NBig : Number of reconstructed B° -> -K"*°7r°.

Nqq: Number of reconstructed continuum background.

• Continuum parameters

f: The VIES ARGUS shape parameter. 
c\: 1st order coefficient of AjE7. 

GL- Left width of T distribution. 

OR: Right width of F distribution. 
//: Mean of T distribution.

6.6.1 Monte Carlo studies

The pull distributions for 1000 pure toy Monte Carlo experiments are shown for the 
B° -t K*°n° analysis in figures 6.5 and 6.6. Pull distributions are given for all floating 
parameters and the signal and background yields. The results indicate that there 
is no significant bias observed in either the event yield estimators or the estimators 
of the floating parameters of the continuum background. We perform an identical 
Monte Carlo study as described in section 5.6.3 to validate our BQ -> K*°n° signal 
PDF model. The signal yield pull distribution is shown in figure 6.7 (right plot) for 
embedded signal Monte Carlo and continuum toy events for a set of 500 experiments 
with inputs NS{K = 25, TVbkg = 3580. We observe no significant bias in floating the 
background parameters. The signal yield Nsig has a small bias which we include in our 
systematic errors.

The BB background for this analysis is expected to contain both a combinatoric 
BB and crossfeed component as discussed in section 6.5. Following the method of 
section 5.6.4 we embed the expected number of 60 BB Monte Carlo events into a 
sample of 25 signal Monte Carlo and 3520 toy continuum Monte Carlo. We do not
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include any of the B° -+ Hr+7r~7r° or B° -» K+K~iP crossfeed events. Figure 6.7 (left 

plot) shows the resulting pull distribution for the signal yield. We observe no significant 

difference to the bias thus concluding that at the level of sensitivity required, most of 
the BB background is handled by the continuum background model hi section 6.4.

To study the sensitivity of signal yield in the presence of the crossfeed B backgrounds 

we follow the same method as detailed in section 5.6.4. The results are given in table 6.8. 
We find that for J3° -» K+TT~^Q the fit crossfeed reconstruction efficiency is 50 ± 15% 

and 10 ± 20% for B° -> K+K~^° (N.R.). Thus, we expect a total of 3.53 ± 0.71/it ± 

(0.61 ± 3.02)g£(B£) charmless background events to be reconstructed as signal. The 

first error is the fit efficiency error. The second and third errors are from the errors on 
the B mode branching fractions.

6.6.2 Comparisons of-log£max

Figure 6.8 shows the comparison of the distribution of -log£ obtained from Monte 

Carlo studies discussed earlier in section 5.6.5 with the value obtained from data. 
The agreement between the mean of the -logjC distribution and the data value of 
— log £max = -46267 indicate that the continuum qq background is well described by 

the parameterisations described in section 6.2.

6.7 Comparisons of data and Monte Carlo

To make the comparison, we choose the &E side-band region defined as 0.2 < A.E < 
0.4 GeV as here there is only a small amount of BB contamination. Figure 6.9 shows 

the distribution of A£? and rriES in BB Monte Carlo. The number of BB events with 

0.2 < AjE? < 0.4 GeV and satisfying the same selections as above is 34-B+B" events, 
12 B°B° events and the number expected in 81 /6" 1 = 26.2. This is small compared to 

the 3537 on-peak side-band events.
In figure 6.10 we compare off-peak and on-peak data to continuum Monte Carlo 

in the A.E side-band region. All figures contain events which pass the entire set of 

selection cuts in section 6.4 apart from the looser restrictions on cos(0^h) and A£7. We 
see that Monte Carlo describes data well and confirms our chosen background shapes
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Figure 6.5: Pure toy Monte Carlo results showing the pull distributions of the yields 

and floated parameters for the B° -» K*°7r0 analysis.
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Figure 6.6: Further pure toy Monte Carlo results showing the pull distributions of the 

yields and floated parameters.
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Figure 6.7: Monte Carlo studies showing the B° -> K*°K° signal pull distributions 

for 500 experiments. Right: Embedded signal Monte Carlo and continuum toy events. 

Left: Embedded signal Monte Carlo, combinatoric BB Monte Carlo and continuum 
toy events.

plfl%B: I,Mft0.033 
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Figure 6.8: Figure showing the distribution of -log£ and the value obtained from 

data. The figure indicates that the assumed background model agrees well with data.
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•Wtotal 

Input

BB

Input Input fit fit

/u(Bias) //(-log£max)

I: Pure toy Monte Carlo.

3605 0.0 25 26.5 ± 9.5 3578.5 ± 60.0 0.06 -46250

II: Embedded signal Monte Carlo and toy continuum.

3605 0.0 25 25.7 ± 9.5 3579.3 ± 60.0 0.02 -46400

III: Embedded signal Monte Carlo, Monte Carlo BB and toy continuum.

3605 60.0 25 26.4 ± 9.5 3578.6 ± 60.0 0.06 -46400

IV: B° -> K+K-n° and toy continuum.

3610 30.0 0.0 3.0 ±6.0 3580 ± 60.0 0.90 -

IV: B° — > K+n~nQ and toy continuum.

3640 60.0 0.0 30.0 ± 9.0 3580 ± 60.0 0.50 -

Table 6.8: Fit results. 500 experiments each. I: Pure toy, II: Embedded signal Monte 

Carlo and toy continuum, III: Embedded signal Monte Carlo, BB Monte Carlo and toy 

continuum, IV: Embedded signal-like crossfeed BB Monte Carlo and toy continuum.
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Figure 6.9: BB generic Monte Carlo showing the amount of BB pollution in the A.E 

variable for the B° ->• K'V analysis.

described in section 6.4.

6.8 Fit results

This section discusses the results of the extended maximum likelihood fit. In table 6.9 

we give the values of all fixed model parameters and also the values of those parameters 

obtained from the fit. All values of the fixed parameters are the data corrected values 

and for each parameter we give the largest error. These corrections are discussed in the 

systematic^ section 6.9. For those parameters determined from the fit, the errors shown 

are determined using the methods discussed in section 4.8.2. We obtain Ns\g = 20.0l|;J 

and Ngg = 3474 ± 59. The correlation matrix for the floating fit parameters is given in 

table 6.10.

As discussed in the previous chapter in the Gaussian approximation, the log likeli 

hood distribution is given by e~x /2 . From this, the significance of the result can be de 

termined by computing \/-2 log(£/£s=o) as described in section 5.8. From figure 6.11 

a significance of 2.77 is obtained. The projection methods described in section 5.8 will
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Figure 6.10: udsc Monte Carlo, off-peak and on-peak data comparison for 0.2 < A.E < 

0.4 GeV. The selection cuts are described in the text of section 6.7.
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not show a clear signal excess. In figure 6.12 we show the projection plots where there 

is evidence for a signal, especially in the TTIES distribution. We must substract our es 

timated number of 3.53 crossfeed background from the determined signal yield. After 

subtracting the crossfeed we retain a significance of 2.14.
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Parameter

B&&

Q$

Description

Number of B° -> K"°ir°

Number of qq background

Value
20.0+11

3474 ± 59

B° ->• K*°ir° fit parameters. All parameters fixed

<r(nus)
/*(mss)

a
T»

j*c(A.E)
j_ / ^^ EH\
^ffj \ ^ituE/ i

MAE)
aT(AE)
Fracc
a(^)

//(^)
T"1 / f *0\ 

V /

/l(/T°)

ci(cos(0£*°)
C2(cOS((?r0 )

Resolution of the Crystal Ball for W,ES signal MeV/c2

Mean of the Crystal Ball for m#s signal GeV/c2

mss C.B. parameter
TTIES C.B. order parameter
Mean of core Gaussian component of AE signal MeV
Resolution of core AE Gaussian GeV

Mean of tail Gaussian component of AH? signal GeV

Resolution of tail AE Gaussian GeV
Core Gaussian contribution
Width of signal Fisher Gaussian
Mean of signal Fisher Gaussian
Width of K*° resonance GeV/c2
Mass of K*° resonance GeV/c2
Linear coefficient of the cos(0jy* ) distribution

Quadratic coefficient of the cos(0j/* ) distribution

2.80 ±0.15

5.280 ± 0.0002

1.591 ± 0.026

2.556 ± 0.103

-3.6 ± 2.5
0.032 ± 0.001

-0.045 ±0.003

0.070 ± 0.003
0.448 ± 0.044
0.087 ± 0.001
0.433 ± 0.001

0.050 ± 0.005
0.896 ± 0.002

-0.011 ±0.009

0.996 ± 0.002

qq background parameters determined from fit.

£
ci(AE)

A/(^)
*L(F)

0R(F)

ARGUS qq background shape parameter
AJE7 linear coefficient of qq background
Mean of background Fisher Gaussian
Left width of background Fisher Gaussian

Right width of background Fisher Gaussian

-25.37 ± 1.95
-1.514 ±0.196

0.527 ± 0.004
0.082 ± 0.002

0.1 18 ±0.003

qq background parameters fixed in fit.

mo
r(/r°)
jj^\ j\ \

1 1^*0^

Frac^.0
ci(cos(^*°)

Endpoint of ARGUS function.

Width of K*° resonance in qq background GeV/c2

Mass of K*° resonance in qq background GeV/c3

Linear K*° background component in qq background

Contribution of K*° component
Coefficient of the cos(0/T ) distribution

5.29

0.050 ± 0.005

0.896 ± 0.002

0.0 ± 0.05

0.291 ± 0.032

0.00 ± 0.1

Table 6.9: Values of the fit parameters and signal yield results of the final fit to data.
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Farm

S(™ES)
/*(*)

0xC^)
GR\'')
ci(AE)

Nqq
N*g

C(mss) ,i(*) <TL(:F} ffR(^) d(AJS) ^ N8ig

1

0.011

-0.012

0.003

0.014

0.038

-0.213

1

0.827

0.773

0.001

0.006

-0.039

1

0.570 1

-0.006 0.000 1

-0.008 0.002 0.012 1

0.044 -0.013 -0.062 -0.128 1

Table 6.10: Correlation between the yields and floating parameters in the maximum 

likelihood fit to data.

I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I II

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50

Figure 6.11: -log(£/£max) scan for the B° -»• tf'V analysis.
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Figure 6.12: Projection plots for the analysis of BQ ->• K*°w° made using the 

method discussed in section 5.8 for data. The projected variables are respectively 

TTIES, A.E, ,F, mf-flf*0), cos(0^*°). The projections shown are: background and signal 

PDFs (solid line) and background only PDFs (dashed line).
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6.9 Systematics

In this section we introduce the sources of systematic errors for the analysis of BQ -> 

-K"*°7r°, K*° — > K+n~. We follow an almost identical procedure as in section 5.9.1 for 

the B° -t K*+n~ analysis. The principal differences are due to the PDF model which 
we now discuss.

6.9.1 Model PDF systematics

Determining the corrections to each of the fit variables follows closely that of sec 

tion 5.9.5. For AJ3, m^s, we use the same corrections obtained from the B+ -4 

D°n+ , D° -> K+n~n°. The largest correction is due to shifting the mean value of the 
AJ5 distribution. The mode B° -» .DV, D° -» K+it~ can not be used as a control 

sample as it has a branching fraction of 11.02 ± 0.5 x 10~6 comparable to the signal 

mode. Thus, not enough statistics are available to accurately determine corrections 

to the Monte Carlo. As a cross-check we looked at the correction in the mean of A£7 
obtained from B+ -> DQp+, D° -> K+n~, p+ -> 7r°7r+. This mode can have a fast 

7T° (as in K *°7r°) due to the polarisation of the p. The assigned systematic error of 

2.5 MeV [56] easily incorporates any differences due to the presence of a fast TT°. For 
T, m(K*°) and cos(0jp ) we follow the exact same procedure as in the JB° ->• K*+n~ 
analysis. For the background model we only need to consider systematic corrections 
for the If"0 (892) and cos(0jj* ) variables which are held fixed. We use the following 

prescription for the background If*0 (892):

• We fix the -K"*0 parameters to the PDG [15] values.

K*o: In order to account for any possible BB component we take FraCtf*o = 

0.29118;^ from on-peak data in the 0.2 < A£ < 0.4 side band.

• ci(.K"*0 ): There is little sensitivity to this parameter thus we fix ci^*0 ) = 0.0. 

We determine the systematic error as the difference between the fitted ci(K*°) 
value in on-peak data and zero. This results in a systematic error of 0.05.

For the background cos(0|f* ) distribution we expect the distribution for background 

to be flat. Thus, in the fit we fix ci(cos(0jy* )) = 0.0. We determine a systematic error
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as the difference between the fitted1 linear coefficient ci(co0(0jP )) an<^ zero- T^s 

results in a systematic error of 0.1.

6.9.2 Maximum likelihood fit yield error

The statistical and systematic uncertainties on the M.L. signal yields due to the mod 

elling of the PDFs are determined by varying each model parameter within Icr of their 

fitted values while performing the full extended likelihood fit. The dominant errors are 

the systematic uncertainties discussed in the last section. We use the resulting change 

in the signal yields to determine a systematic uncertainty on the signal yield (NSig ) due 

to the PDF model. The results are shown in table 6.11 for each of the discriminating 

fit variables. We obtain a total systematic error of 3.4 events which corresponds to 17% 

of the nominal fitted yield.

Var

±a

A(JVsig)
A(Nqf)

MBS AS cos(0{T°) K*Q T*- ** \ jl /

+ - + . + . + . + .

1.273 0.842 0.538 1.695 1.117 
-1.262 -0.924 -0.582 -1.706 -0.892

1.168 
-0.942

2.465 
-2.501

-0.473 
0.421

1.263 1.074 
-1.255 -1.171

Background

A(JV8ig) 
A(JV9j)

0.874 
-1.012

1.296 
-1.243

0.630 
-0.713

1.597 
-1.527

-

Table 6.11: Change in nominal fitted yields due to the uncertainty on the PDF model. 

Each parameter is varied within ±l<r of their nominal fit values.

6.9.3 BB crossfeed background

In sections 5.5 and 6.6 we calculated the number of signal-like crossfeed events from 

the dominant B° -> K+K~n°, B° -> K+n~n° modes and other smaller contributions 

given in table 6.7. We find that 3.53 ± 0.71/« ± (0.61 ± 3.02)BW(fljg) events must 

be substracted from the signal fit yield. The first error arises from the uncertainty 

in the number of crossfeed events used to obtain fit mis-identification efficiencies in 

section 6.6.1. The second error is the error due to the uncertainties on the branching

^n-peak data in the 0.2 < AE < 0.4 side band.
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fractions lor the B modes. We add all three errors in quadrature to determine the total 
systematic error on the BB crossfeed background where we obtain 3.53 ± 3.16.

Table 6.13 details the sources of systematic uncertainty for the B° ->• K*OKQ . The 
largest sources of uncertainty come from the TT° and the estimation of the BB back 
ground. The BB uncertainty will only be improved through measurements of the B 
contamination background modes and better Monte Carlo. In table 6.12 we give all sys 
tematic corrections required to correct the signal Monte Carlo efficiency. In table 6.13 
we give the systematic errors arising from the efficiency corrections, number of BB 
pairs and signal fit yield. For each of the corrections we add the errors in quadrature.
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Table 6.12: The systematic correction factors required to correct the Monte Carlo 
efficiency for B° -> K*°KQ , K*° -

Source

K±/n± tracking

TT° 7 smearing

KaonID

Total

% M.C. correction

0.984

0.991

0.975

in

0.951

Table 6.13: Sources of systematic uncertainties in the measurement of Bfc(B° 
tf"V, K* -

Source % Uncertainty in
BK(B° -> K*0(K+v-)K°)

Efficiency systematic errors.

h^, h = jK",7r track

Trk. Multiplicity

KaonID
7T°

|cos(^°)|<0.85

|cos(0fph)|<0.8

Total

7.0

1.0

2.0

5.0

1.0

5.2

10.3

Systematic errors on NEQ_^^»O^O

PDF model

M.L. fit bias

Crossfeed error

Total

B counting

17.0

6.0

15.8

23.9

1.1
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6.10 Branching fraction result for

The branching fraction is measured as:

Where 6 is the Monte Carlo corrected signal efficiency e = (13.02 ± 0.10 ± 1.34)%, 
BK(K*° -» K+ K~) = 0.667, BK(^ -> 77) = 98.798 ± 0.032 and NB0^K.0^ = 
-^sig — -^Xfeed where JVSig is the signal category fit yield and ATxfeed is the number of 
BB crossfeed. The resulting branching fraction is determined to be:

BK(B° -» #*V) = (2.11};? (stat) ± 0.6 (syst)) x lO"6 . (6.2)

Eff(%) #BB crossfeed # Signal Events BK(B° -+ K*W)
± stat ±syst xlO~ 

13.0 3.5 ±3.2 20.0i|;£ 2.llJ;J±0.6

We determine the 90.0% upper limit by integrating the likelihood function:

We obtain the upper limit on the branching fraction of 3.9 x 10~6 without system- 
atics and 4.1 x 10~6 including the branching fraction systematic error of 0.6 x 10~6 . 
Both BELLE [32] and CLEO [33] have so far not observed any events in this decay 
channel. We find that the QCD factorisation prediction ^.SloilSiioi-oi) x 10~6 » 
in good agreement with our measured value. The RADAR experiments data set will 
soon reach 200 fb~l . With this amount of data it will be possible to provide a more 
precise measurement of this rare decay mode.
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